
Author Author Twitter Item

Adam Cece @CeceAdam

signed Wesley Booth Super Sleuth (with original Scholastic Book Club 
‘Spy Ear’ toy) plus audiobook of Huggabie Falls book 1, plus a 
YouTube thanks video for the highest bidder.

Adam Cece @CeceAdam
2. I can be a beta reader for your children’s ms (less than 30k) with 2 
pages of feedback. 

Adele Dumont @AdeleDumont1

a signed copy of my book No Man is an Island + a freshly-made cake 
or tart hand-delivered to your door (anywhere in the Sydney/BlueMts 
region)

Adrian Beck
@AdrianBeckBooks 
@nichmelbourne

1. combining with @nichmelbourne and James Hart for a MEGA-
PRESENTATION! Perfect for schools, bookshops or  festivals. Plus, 
you'll get the inside story of our top secret new AFL junior fiction 
series, out April! Victoria only

Adrian Beck @AdrianBeckBooks 2. Devonshire tea with me 

Adrian Tchaikovsky @aptshadow
I have a signed hardback Children of Time (they didn't print many of 
those) and Children of Ruin. 

Adriano Zumbo
@thesweetassasin all 3 of my Dessertbooks as bundle for #authorsforfiries.

These 3 books are now out of print.

Affirm Press @affirmpress
a manuscript assessment and 3 pages of feedback from our whip-
smart editorial team

Affirm Press @AffirmPress

Jaclyn Crupi, beloved  @hillcontentbook bookseller and author of May 
release Nonna Knows Best, is auctioning a semola pasta-making 
workshop & lunch for 4 at her house, plus a signed copy of her book 
upon publication

Ailsa Wild @Ailsawild
full set of 10 Squishy Taylor books signed by me. If you’re in 
Melbourne I’ll hand deliver over coffee if that’s what you’d like.

AJ Collins @AJCollinsEditor
1. Beta Read by AJC Publishing. Any manuscript, any genre, up to 
100K words.

AJ Collins @AJCollinsEditor
2. Beta Read by AJC Publishing. Any manuscript, any genre, up to 
100K words.

Alan Baxter @AlanBaxter
a Crow Shine Limited Edition signed and numbered hardcover. Only 
100 exist!



Alethea Kinsela @AletheaKinsela

1. Ancient Australia Unearthed gift pack! It includes:
Signed copy of Ancient Australia Unearthed
 AAU hat and badge
Archaeology postcard pack
PLUS you get a signed copy of Lightning Tracks!

Alethea Kinsela @AletheaKinsela
2. A 1-hour Ancient Australian archaeology Skype session for a 
school of your choice in any of the fire-affected zones.

Alethea Kinsela @AletheaKinsela
3. a set of 10 copies of Lightning Tracks (my Aussie YA debut) for a 
school or book club of your choice.

Alethea Kinsela @AletheaKinsela

4. Grab a coffee with me in person or via Skype to chat about 
anything to do with archaeology and/or self-publishing a school 
textbook.

Alex Adsett @AlexAdsett
1. Aus Literary Agent offering an opportunity to pitch your manuscript 
& receive written feedback on synopsis + first 5000 words

Alex Adsett @AlexAdsett
2. Aus Literary Agent offering an opportunity to pitch your manuscript 
& receive written feedback on synopsis + first 5000 words

Alex Miles @byAlexMiles
Signed Do Not Open This Book series and Girl Geeks series and 
handdelivered to metro Melb or Skype half hour chat

Alice Boyle @alicebwrites a signed copy of Growing Up Queer in Australia
Alison Arnold @alison_arnold Structural editing of first 25,000 words of your manuscript.

Alison Croggon @alisoncroggon

my author copy of #ThreadsofMagic, due out in March this year, and 
an hour’s chat on Skype where you can ask whatever you want about 
writing. 

Alison Evans @_budgie
1. a copy of IDA, a postcard of HIGHWAY BODIES and a 
@concretequeers issue of your choosing.

Alison Evans @_budgie
2. a copy of IDA, a postcard of HIGHWAY BODIES and a zine of my 
short story WOLFSKIN.

Alison Evans @_budgie
3. a coffee meeting where you can pick my brains about 
publishing/writing.

Alison Goodman @AlisonGoodman
a private 90 min MasterClass in classic novel structure via Skype or 
Facetime.



Alison Lester via @NovaWeetman
framed, signed, original artwork from Kissed by the Moon. Pencil and 
watercolour (framed 32 by 27cm).

Allayne Webster @allayne_webster
an original watercolour and signed copies of her latest book with us, 
SENSITIVE

Allyse Near
@allysenear Signed copy Fairtytales for Wild Girls, assessment of query letter and 

first chapter

Alysha Herrmann @lylyee

1. I will write a personalised 2-minute poem for your special occasion 
in 2020. Perfect for a wedding, funeral, christening, special birthday 
etc. Includes 1hr chat with me and 2x revisions to get your perfect 
poem.

Alysha Herrmann @lylyee

2. I will write and post a one page letter to your nemesis (or your 
bestie if you’re that way inclined). The letter will be a cheeky ranty 
page of creative insults.

Alysha Herrmann @lylyee
3. A copy of the four physical books my words have been published in 
so far. At least two of them are no longer in print. 

Alysha Herrmann @lylyee

4. We all need a pep talk sometimes. I will spend one hour on video-
chat (or in person for SA folk) with you to get you inspired and moving 
on your own goals.

Alysha King @AlyshaKing

1. a signed copy of each of my YA Fantasy books, the matching 
candle tins, and a set of bookmarks from my upcoming collection! 
Aussie offers only

Alysha King @AlyshaKing

2. For international bidders: A set of my bookmarks plus one of the 
characters from my upcoming book will be named after you! You can 
also pick good guy or villain

Amanda Curtin @lookingupdown
1. for any emerging writers interested: edit and consultation on one 
short story for submission to journal/comp.

Amanda Curtin @lookingupdown
2. review and consultation on one grant/residency application. Me: 
author/Accredited Editor/ex assessor DCA/OzCo

Amanda Melba @HopefulTravels

a guide for the dying and those who support them, a set of six ‘Cards 
for the Unthinkable’ and an original poem to the specifications of the 
winning bidder. All in one bundle.

Amie Kaufman @AmieKaufman 1. With Jay Kristoff a signed ARC of Aurora Burning
Amie Kaufman @AmieKaufman 2. With Jay Kristoff - a signed copy of MEMENTO.



Amy Laurens @ByAmyLaurens 

Item #1: Signed copies of my middle grade portal fantasy Sanctuary 
series set in small-town Australia, EXCLUSIVELY PERSONALISED - 
one main character's name will be changed to the name of the top 
bidder (or their choice) and a set of all three books printed 
EXCLUSIVELY for them.

Amy Laurens @ByAmyLaurens 

Item #2: Books 1 - 4 of the Inkprint Writers series: How To Write Dogs, 
How To Theme, How To Create Cultures & How To Create Life. 
SIGNED! 

Amy Laurens @ByAmyLaurens 

Item #3: For the on-a-budget people who still want to help (I hear ya), 
send me proof of donation of $5AU+ and I'll send you your choice of 
one of my books in ebook. THAT'S *EVERYONE* who donates $5+ & 
provides proof + email, NO NEED TO BID! 

Amy Laurens @ByAmyLaurens 

Item #4, the biggie... #WRITERS: Your choice of 1 Classic Workshop 
from WMG publishing! :o :o :o WMG is home to ultra-best sellers Dean 
Wesley Smith & Kristine Rusch. Workshop offerings: 
wmgpublishingworkshops.com

Amy Laurens @ByAmyLaurens 

tem #5: - Signed proof copy of my April novel, (title reveal!!) A Fox Of 
Storms And Starlight. (YA contemporary fantasy with romantic 
subplot); - PLUS I'll name one of the minor characters after you. - 
PLUS a fox enamel pin.

Andrew Macrae @acidic Signed copy of my novel TRUCKSONG

Andrew McDonald @andrewmcdonald

with Ben Wood  
@benwood_illos & I are auctioning off a set of all four Real Pigeons 
books - each one featuring a special pigeon bookplate signed by 
both of us. 

Andrew Nette @Pulpcurry
Two anthologies in history of pulp fiction, a mongraph on the film 
Rollerball and will speak at book club



Andrew Stafford @staffo_sez

This is my ONLY first edition copy of Pig City, pub. October 2004, with 
the original Terry Lewis with Tommy Gun cover. I'm offering this signed 
and heavily annotated version plus I'll meet you over lunch to present 
it And, of course, I'll also throw in a signed copy of Something To 
Believe In, the 15-years-later memoir/follow-up.  if in Brisbane instead 
of lunch, you can come to my place, I'll feed you (I'm better at this 
than you might think) and I'll spin tunes for you like this fully-signed 
original pressing 

Andy Cull
@andrewcull a limited special edition of #BONES signed by 

@ChadWehrle and myself

Andy Griffiths @AndyGbooks
one complete set of signed and personalised Treehouse books, 
including Fun Books 1, 2 & 3 & Treehouse Joke Book.

Angela Meyer @LiteraryMinded
consultation - read first 30 pages of ms and synopsis and cover letter 
and feedback

Angela Savage @angsavage

I’m offering 90 min mentoring meeting, including pre-reading up to 
2,000 words. I’ll mobilise the best of my knowledge & experience as 
an award winning writer & director of @Writers_Vic to advise you on 
professional development & pathways to publication.

Angharad Lodwick @angharadlodwick

1. A zine-making pack, an hour-long crafternoon session to help you 
make your very own zine (in person in Canberra with caffeine and 
snacks or via Skype) and copies of my zine AnghaRANT

Angharad Lodwick @angharadlodwick

2. A never-before-offered guest book review on my website Tinted 
Edges with feedback and mentoring, including book blogging tips, on 
any book of your choice - including one I provide if you like

Angry Robot publishers
@angryrobotbooks

1. a COMPLETE SET OF EVERY eBOOK WE RELEASED IN 2019. 
That's 25 eBooks, all DRM-free, all in epub and mobi format, all 
brilliant Sci-Fi, Fantasy

Angry Robot publishers
@angryrobotbooks

2.  the VERY LAST LIMITED EDITION PROOF of 
@MykeCole's 'Sixteenth Watch', which he will sign AND personalise 
for you. 

Angry Robot publishers
@angryrobotbooks

3. a complete set of 
@KameronHurley 's Worldbreaker Trilogy, signed and dedicated by 
their author

Anita Heiss @AnitaHeiss 1. Breakfast with Ben Law



Anita Heiss @AnitaHeiss 2. Books as part of Cass Moriarty's Brisbane bundles

Anna Morgan @AnnaLauraMorgan
signed copy of ALL THAT IMPOSSIBLE SPACE, a Hachette tote 
bag, & coffee on me to discuss all things writing and publishing 

Anna O'Grady @AnnaOGrady1
I am offering my signed, Canadian hardback copy of Harry Potter & 
the Goblet of Fire

Anna Snoekstra
@AnnaSnoekstra

1 an assessment of first 50 pages, plus your agent query letter. We 
can meet in person (Melbourne) or via Skype to discuss your 
manuscript.

Anna Snoekstra
@AnnaSnoekstra

2 all my books, signed and mailed to you anywhere in the world. That 
is Only Daughter, Little Secrets, The Spite Game and Mercy Point. I'll 
even draw a picture inside each one if you want

Anna Snoekstra
@AnnaSnoekstra

3 a coffee/skype session to discuss a work in progress. Thriller, crime 
and YA writings would be the best fit for this. We can discuss plot, 
character, structure or anything you like

Anna Spargo-Ryan @annaspargoryan
1. I will help you make your nonfiction essay amazing! A full copyedit 
+ structural report and a 30-minute phone/Skype call to discuss.

Anna Spargo-Ryan @annaspargoryan

2. A mentoring pack – 3 sessions (1 hour each) with me via 
phone/Skype/Zoom. We can talk about writing, publishing, 
freelancing, whatever will be useful to you. Includes reading up to 
2000 words per session.

Anna Spargo-Ryan @annaspargoryan

3. 1 x mentoring session (1 hour) with me via phone/Skype/Zoom. We 
can talk about writing, publishing, freelancing, cats, skincare regimes, 
etc.

Includes reading up to 5000 words before the session.

Anna Spargo-Ryan @annaspargoryan

4. A signed pack with both my books, a signed copy of the 
BEAUTIFUL limited-edition Horne Prize hardback, and a weird letter to 
thank you. Includes shipping Aus/NZ.

Anna Spargo-Ryan @annaspargoryan
5. for fans of my book THE GULF (thank you for existing) this signed 
deleted scene + a signed copy of the book.

Anna Spargo-Ryan @annaspargoryan

6: one 30-minute mentoring session by phone/Skype/email! ✨  We 
can chat about your writing, career, chocolate, telly, anything you like. 
Includes reading up to 2500 words beforehand.



Anna Spargo-Ryan @annaspargoryan

7. The VERY FIRST READER COPY of my new book, out in 2021, 
signed + numbered. It's a HOTLY ANTICIPATED (?) memoir about 
mental health, and you can read the finished proof before anyone 
else.

Anna Spargo-Ryan @annaspargoryan
8. Manuscript assessment! 2-4 pages of editorial notes on your ms of 
up to 80,000 words (fiction or non).

Anna Stephens @annasmithwrites 1. 1x 5,000 words story/novel opening critique with detailed feedback.

Anna Stephens @annasmithwrites
2. 1x 1 hour Skype chat for discussing your story/plot/character 
issues. Good for wider manuscript surgery. 

Anna Whateley @AnnaWhateley 1. ARC of Peta Lyre's Rating Normal
Anna Whateley @AnnaWhateley 2. PDF unpub Novelette of Written in the Hem (multiple)
Annabelle Brayley @AnnabellBrayley signed copy of Bush Doctors

Anne Elvey @anne_elvey

Signed copies of Kin (2014), White on White (2018), On Arrivals of 
Breath (2019) and coauthored English-Italian ecopoetry collaboration 
Intatto/Intact (2017) + editorial comments on chapbook length (up to 
20 pages - no more than 1 poem per page) collection.

Annette Barlow via @AllenAndUnwin Will read 15,000 words of manuscript and provide written feedback

Ashleigh Wilson @ashleighbwilson

Signed copy of Brett Whiteley: Art, Life and the Other Thing - a cuppa 
at Lavender Bay with me & Wendy Whiteley, plus a tour of her garden 
- a personal tour of the Whiteley studio in Surry Hills

Ashley Kalagian Blunt @AKalagianBlunt

a signed copy of My Name Is Revenge PLUS- a signed copy of my 
NEW BOOK out this June through Affirm Press with YOUR NAME IN 
THE ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS, you legend

Astrid Scholte @AstridScholte

one-of-a-kind original oil painting of Keralie from #FourDeadQueens, 
painted by me.12X16" on stretched canvas. Plus  a signed ARC of 
my next book, The Vanishing Deep

Astrida Neimanis @AstridaNeimanis
signed copy of Bodies and Water and 1 hour bespoke talk geared to 
audience in Sydney or Skype rest of country

Aussie Speculative Fiction @AussieFiction set of Drowned Earth ebooks 
Australian Writers Centre @WritersCentreAU Fiction Essentials: Point of View course (normally $195)



Beck Wise @wisebeck
1hr writing consultation for researchers at any level, students or 
professional/technical writers. In Brisbane or via Skype. (3 on offer) 

Ben McKenzie @McKenzie_Ben
complete digital collection of radio series #NightTerrace (RRP $80) 
and record you a custom message in character as Eddie Jones! 

Benjamin Law @mrbenjaminlaw

1. Signed copy of my entire back catalogue: The Family Law, Gaysia, 
Moral Panic 101 and Growing Up Queer in Australia. • Given at a yum 
cha lunch on me in Sydney, Brisbane or Melbourn

Bernadette Kelly @ponyauthor Six x signed copies of The Pony Patch Collection. (6 tops bids)
Better Read than Dead 
Bookshop @BRTDbookshop signed hardcover edition of The Starless Sea by Erin Morgenstern

Bloomsbury @BloomsburySyd
 deluxe illustrated edition of Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone, 
with a signed bookplate from illustrator Jim Kay

Boldwood Books
@BoldwoodBooks

an ebook of every novel we published in 2019

Bothersome Words
@BothersomeWords

a submission assessment package covering:
* The first 20pp of your manuscript
* 1 page cover letter
* 1 page synopsis
* Plus a 20-minute call and notes. 

Bram Presser @BramPresser

1. I'm offering (as one package):
- Inscribed copy of The Book of Dirt
- New Text Classics ed. of Cafe Scheherazade signed by Arnold 
Zable and me
- Two unpublished stories
- Curated collection of my top 5 novels of all time
- I'll match your donation

Bram Presser @BramPresser

2. Bram's Unique Book of Juvenalia: novellas and stories I wrote aged 
11 - 16, bound in a one-off book for ur amusement (and my deep 
embarrassment). 

Bren Luke @brenlukeart
Original pen and ink drawing of Bernadette Devlin McAliskey from 
Siobhan Parkinson's book Rocking the System

Bren MacDibble @MacDibble
signed copies of How to Bee & The Dog Runner with book tabs & HtB 
bracelet



Brigid Kemmerer @brigidKemmerer
a signed, personalized hardcover set of A CURSE SO DARK AND 
LONELY and A HEART SO FIERCE AND BROKEN

Bron Bateman @BronBateman

a signed copy of my new book, from @FremantlePress, "Of Memory 
and Furniture," the last copy (!) of my first book "People from bones" 
and 1.5 hours of mentoring (poetry editing etc)

Bronwyn Parry @bronwynparry
a signed copy of The Clothier's Daughter, & Regency-inspired quill-
written letter and coral necklace set

Brooke McAlary via @AllenAndUnwin

a signed copy of SLOW, plus an audiobook version & either an in-
person catch-up in the Southern Highlands or an hour on Skype to 
chat about slow living, books or whatever you'd like!

Byron Bibiotherapy @byronbiblio

At a crossroads/in a reading rut? This is your chance to book an 
online #Bibliotherapy session with me"⚕ Find the right book at the 
right time📚 4U or loved one

Byron Writers Festival @bbwritersfest

a 3-Day Pass to Byron Writers Festival (7-9 August 2020) + an Annual 
Membership to our organisation + an engraved 'Byron Writers Festival' 
limited edition LAMY AL-star Fountain Pen

Cally Black @CalBlack_ a signed copy of In the Dark Spaces with silicone ItDS bracelet
Cameron Macintosh @CamMaci99 signed and personalised copy of Max Booth: Film Flip

Candice Fox @candicefoxbooks

assessment of the first 5,000 words of your manuscript, and a one 
hour ‘Ask me anything about writing’ phonecall, and a character in the 
next book of my own (after Gathering Dark).

Carly Findlay @carlyfindlay
1. pack of books, with an author talk or mentoring session (in 
Melbourne or on the phone)

Carly Findlay @carlyfindlay
2. pack of books,  with an author talk or mentoring session (in 
Melbourne or on the phone)

Carole Wilkinson @WilkinsonCarole
a signed set of the 7 Dragonkeeper books. Delivered personally over 
coffee and cake if you live in Melbourne

Caroline Magerl @c_magerl
unframed original rough from my picture book Nop, (Watercolour on 
Arches paper 25cm x 19cm) and a signed copy of the book as well.

Carolyn Denman @CDenmanAuthor  the full set of 4 Sentinels of Eden books

Cass Moriarty @MoriartyCass

Bris1DIVERSITY: Signed: Too Much Lip by Melissa Lucashenko; 
Heat&Light by Ellen van Neervan; Everything I Never Said 
@samwheelz Other: Hearing Maud @ladyredjess



Cass Moriarty @MoriartyCass

Bris2CRIMINAL MASTERMIND Signed: The Bee & the Orange Tree 
(hardback) @1melissaashley A Neccessary Murder @m_riwoe Snake 
Island @BenLeighHobson Plus: KYD 

Cass Moriarty @MoriartyCass

Bris3TOO COOL: Signed: Bad Behaviour @RebeccaStarford 
Clancy/Undertow @furioushorses ENTIRE PACKAGE from 
@TinyOwlWorkshop inc kids’ books, napkins, unique pins (details to 
follow) Everything I Never Said/3 kids’ books @samwheelz 
BurgerForce @JackieRyan_Inc +more

Cass Moriarty @MoriartyCass

Bris4: A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY to get your hands on 
@krissykneen ENTIRE backlist, incl Wintering, Uncertain Grace, 
Adventures of Holly White/Incredible Sex Machine, Eating My 
Grandmother, Steeplechase, Affection, Tryptych & unpublished draft 
weird sex novel Elle Alone! ALL SIGNED

Cass Moriarty @MoriartyCass

Bris5EXPLORE&LEARN Signed: Expo88 @JackieRyan_Inc Shell by 
Kris Olsson ARiverwithaCityProblem @mcookhistory 
LifetimeImpossibleDays @tabithabird PLUS @kyd_magazine 
NewFiction & books pictured below

Cass Moriarty @moriartyCass

Bris6FAMILYTIES Signed: TheBirdmansWife @1melissaashley 
PartingWords @MoriartyCass SecretsatOceansEdge @KaliNapier 
ManhattanDreaming @AnitaHeiss LATEST @GriffithReview 
LifetimeImpossibleDays @tabithabird HalfMoonLake @kirstenalex 
Clancy @furioushorses KYD +more

Cass Moriarty @moriartyCass

Bris7SHORT&SWEET Signed TrickoftheLight @lauraelvery PLUS 
short story assessment & email reader’s report up to 5000 words! 
ThisTasteforSilence @ocallaghanac ComfortFood by Ellenvan 
Neervan A DOZEN HANDMADE READING-INSPIRED COOKIES by 
@WellReadCookie @samwheelz

Cass Moriarty @MoriartyCass

 Bris8EMERGING AUTHOR PACKAGE: Signed TheFishGirl @m_riwoe 
TheGeographyofFriendship @SallyPiper ThePromiseSeed 
@MoriartyCass PLUS 60 min group Q&A with all 3 authors (in person 
if in Bris; otherwise Skype); 3 x signed MeetMeAtLennons 
@melanieannmyers @tabithabird



Cassandra Austin
@casaustinauthor

Make $10 donation to the CFA  (message receipt or respond with pic 
in comments) and go into a draw to win a signed copy of both my 
novels, a signed copy of my upcoming one (July ‘20) with your name 
in the acknowledgments and a favourite little ceramic bowl that I 
handbuilt 

Catch Tilly @iamcatchtilly

I have over ten years experience performing in schools and want to 
offer 2 signed copies of my Ya novel #otherwiseknownaspig  plus a 
workshop on bullying for any Adelaide highschool you nominate

Cate Whittle @CateWhittle
a manuscript assessment for your full or partial JF/MG story to 10,000 
words

Cath Staincliffe
@CathStaincliffe

Signed, personalised copy of three of my novels

Catherine Bond @DrKateBond

A full day of research at: National Archives @naagovau (Syd, Melb or 
Canb) National Library @nlagovau Aus War Memorial @AWMemorial 
Including digitisation. Redeemable Mid-Feb onwards. I’ve written 2 
books, a PhD & many articles using archives around the world

Cathie Tasker @cathietasker
Joint MS assessment of picture book by Margarete Lamond and 
Cathie Tasker

Cathy Wilcox @cathywilcox1
Auction the original of this original, my best cartoon of 2019 (Scott 
Morrison's Spiritual Advisor)

Charlotte Barkla
@BarklaCharlotte

signed copies of my two children's books

Charlotte Lance
@charlottelance

 A signed copy of A Really Super Hero with one original artwork

Cheryl Critchley @cherylCritchley

Rare Paul Keating One Nation Port, Book signed by Gough Whitlam, 
Book signed by Dame Pattie Menzies, Tie signed by Al Grassby, 
Signed copies of 4 of my books + 2 Tiger almanacs

Cheryl Strayed @CherylStrayed Five x Leather-bound editions of Wild (five top bids).

Chris Currie @furioushorses

1. a signed copy of ‘Clancy of The Undertow’ to the #AuthorsForFireys 
auction. If you give $200 straight up to the Bushfire Appeal I will 
personally send you a copy with all the swear words underlined (for 
$300 I will add more swear words)



Chris Currie @furioushorses

2. 2 more copies of 'Clancy of the Undertow' up for grabs. Two 
highest bids will get a signed copy PLUS an illustration of a 
Cryptozoological creature of your choice on the title page 

Chris Hammer @hammernow
1: 60x42cm (A2) full colour map on art paper of #PortSilver from my 
book Silver.

Chris Hammer @hammernow
2: 60x42 cm (A2) full colour map on art paper of Riversend from my 
book #scrublands. Signed if you wish! 

Chris Hammer @hammernow 3: a signed mint-condition first edition UK hardback of #scrublands
Chris Hammer @hammernow 4: a signed mint-condition first edition USA hardback of #scrublands.
Chris Kennett @crikeyboy Procreate Illustrator tutorial

Chris Kennett @crikeyboy

full set of ZOONIVERSE books written by @NovaWeetman and 
illustrated by me. Also, the winning bidder can choose any two 
animals for their own original (hand-drawn) MASHIMAL illustration!

Chris Kennett @crikeyboy
a signed copy of "Aliens, Creature & Beasts" plus an original sketch 
of Master Yoda.

Christine Balint @cbalintauthor signed copy of The Salt Letters postage anywhere in the world
Christine Balint @cbalintauthor signed copy of Ophelia's Fan postage anywhere in the world

Christine Keighery @christinekeighe
sign and deliver the first three books in the Penelope Perfect series. 
Suitable for ages 6-10. 

Christos Tsiolkas
via @KirstenKrauth  a rare annotated 3rd draft of Damascus and signed copies of his 

entire backlist! The chance to see Christos' writing process in action!

Christy Collins @_christycollins

signed copy of ‘The End of Seeing’
- $50AUD @ReadingsBooks or your favourite indie bookshop voucher 
- a character named after you in my next book (out 2021 
@AffirmPress)

Chyka Keebaugh via @HardieGrant
a copy of 'Chyka Celebrate' and  'Chyka Home' AND a lunch for 4 with 
her! 

Cindy Lane Art @cindylaneart

My original watercolor painting offered in a random draw to anyone 
who donates to the bushfire cause #authorsforfiries Just leave a 
comment in this thread to enter All donors can download it FREE from 
my Facebook group Cindy Lane Art Downloads

Claire G Coleman @clairegcoleman
1. a hard to get (in Australia) US edition of Terra Nullius. I will sign for 
the winning bidder with a personal message



Claire G Coleman @clairegcoleman
2. a copy of The Old Lie. I will sign for the winning bidder with a 
personal message

Claire Garth @clairegarth2
a SIGNED SET of the #grovermcbane series and an AUTHOR TALK 
at any school in Sydney or Melbourne

Claire Zorn @ClaireZorn 1. (unframed) original colour-study from no place for an Octopus

Claire Zorn @ClaireZorn
2.  bundle of signed copies of all my novels including super fancy 
hardcover of US edition of The Protected

Claire Zorn @ClaireZorn
3. Have a major character named after you in The Sky So Heavy 
sequel released 2021

Clementine Ford @clementine_ford 1. Dinner cooked for winner and two friends.
Clementine Ford @clementine_ford 2. Attend a Book Club, bring wine and cheese

Clementine Ford @clementine_ford
3. Write and perform a piece for you or a friend/lover at an event of 
your choosing. Weddings, parties, anything!

Clementine Ford @clementine_ford

4. A season double pass, reserved front row seats for all 4 
#ConversationsWithMen events in 2020 at the Melba Spiegeltent, 
plus express entry. 

Coastal Botanica @coastalbotanica 1. FRAMED 40x60cm print Gymea lily
Coastal Botanica @coastalbotanica 2. FRAMED 40x60cm print Isopogon
Coastal Botanica @coastalbotanica 3. FRAMED 40x60cm print Waratah 
Coastal Botanica @coastalbotanica 4. FRAMED 40x60cm print Rose Mallee
Coastal Botanica @coastalbotanica 5. FRAMED 40x60cm print Silver Princess

Collector Wines @collectorwines
2 bottles of award-winning wine to go with EACH of Ginger Gorman's 
offers

Corissa Rieschieck @cjrieschieck
the offer of becoming someone’s pen pal for the next 12 months; 
everyone loves handwritten letters, right?

Creative Kids agency @cktspeakers an author visit from two children’s authors

Dale Baker @DaleBakerArtist
4 signed books (2x Arty farty + Flip and Clever Forever. Plus Original 
a3 w'colour koala.

Damon Young @damonayoung

character named for them in one of my upcoming middle grade novels
- signed copy of novel
- this character drawing by my daughter (11).

Dan Hanks @dan_hanks
a manuscript assessment + a signed copy of my book that’s out in 
September (plus I’ll name a character after you in it).



Danie Ware @Danacea a named cameo in the #SistersofBatttle MS I'm currently writing

Daniel Best @20thCenturyDan
Australian Gothic with signed bookplate by all contribtuors and 
gazette notice signed by Sir Robert Menzies

Daniel Golding @dangolding
a copy of STAR WARS AFTER LUCAS here (hardback) that I’ll sign 
for you (including any special message if it’s a gift) and send it to you

Daniel Gray-Barnett @dgraybarnett

personalised signed copies of my book Grandma Z as well as Poems 
Aloud (which isn’t released until Feb). You also get an hour of my time 
if you want mentoring advice or want to chat about my 
illustration/writing process.

Daniel Gray-Barnett @dgraybarnett
Have a minor character named after you and you get thanked in 
credits and a copy of book when published

Danielle Binks @danielle_binks

1. With Jacinta di Mase - a 1-hour Q&A with Jacinta, on the phone or 
in-person 
and a whole manuscript assessment (structural) by me, minimum 2-
pages feedback.  (2 of these bundles available)

Danielle Binks @danielle_binks

2 - a special, signed advanced reader *copy of my May 2020 
forthcoming #LoveOzMG, #TheYearTheMapsChanged! AND, a 
signed copy of #BeginEndBegin a #LoveOzYA anthology. 

Darren Groth @darrengroth

- Signed h'copy US ed. of Exchange of Heart (titled Munro vs the 
Coyote) - Orig. Munro / Coyote print from awsm Vancouver artist, 
@RobbieVergara, plus bonus t-shirt

Dave Burton @dave_burton

I'm writing a new YA novel right now. We can collab on your 
appearance and attitude and you'll interact directly with the main 
characters. And of course you'll be acknowledged.

David Astle @dontattempt Five books and if in Vic or NSW an hour's crossword tutorial

David Box
@boxy1964 6 signed copies of my new book, Australian Gin. This is a 

comprehensive “coffee table” book on the hot topic of Aussie Craft Gin

David Hunt @DavidHuntGirt

Have you ever wanted to own a signed Girt and True Girt, or the rare 
The Nose Pixies and My Real Friend? Well you can own them all and 
hand them down through the generations, and have me at your 
Sydney book club or a drink in a Sydney pub.

David Marr via @mrbenjaminlaw Dinner with Benjamin Law



David Pope @davpope Copy of Best Australian Political Cartoons with cartoon of PM resigning

David Stavanger @DavidStavanger

My back catalogue (incl journals I’ve co-edited, my 1st chapbook now 
out of print, GBGV CDs, and The Special & Solid Air @UQPbooks ) + 
a prerelease copy of Case Notes @uwapublishing I’ll personally match 
any bid up to $200 (and cover postage)

Deb Wain
@ochredeb I'll edit (structural/copy) or proof your full MS depending on stage of 

development.
Deborah Abela @DeborahAbela Signed copies of all three Grimsdon books

Deborah Biancotti @deborah_b

any single book of mine you want: BAD POWER, ZEROES, WAKING 
IN WINTER, A BOOK OF ENDINGS. Or something from my shelf that 
someone else wrote

Debra Tidball @debratidball

Here’s an offer for the kids: my 🐶  companion StoryHound Archie and I 
will give feedback on a story written by a 5-10 y/o budding author 
PLUS a Skype chat PLUS signed copies of my award winning

Dee White @DeeWhiteauthor
a month of mentoring/writing coaching for a writer aged 8 to 80 
anywhere in the world. 

Deep Inspection @deepinspection

Will cook an Ottolenghi (or Indian - your choice) inspired vegetarian 
meal for four, include wine and dessert at my home and toss in a 
mystery book - note Brisbane only. 

Demet Divaroren
via @DeeWhiteauthor  read the first 3000 words of a Ms/short story and a 1.5 hour phone 

consult.

Dervla McTiernan @DervlaMcTiernan
assessment of first 50 pages, plus your agent query letter (I'll review 3 
drafts of letter), and a Skype session to discuss your ms. 

Dianne Wolfer @diannewolfer

signed copies of Lighthouse Girl, Light Horse Boy, In the Lamplight, 
The Shark Caller, The Dog with Seven Names and The Kid whose 
Mum kept Possums in her Bra. I’ll meet you for coffee and cake in 
Albany or Perth

Dimity Powell @dimitypowell
a signed hardback copy of AT THE END OF HOLYROOD LANE  with 
goodies as part of this attempt to get funds to our heroic firefighters. 



Dom Knight @domknight

signed copies of my books Strayapedia, Trumpedia and Strayan 
Dictionary to the top bidder, and I’ll copy 
@mrbenjaminlaw’s yum cha offer (in Syd) or send booze if the winning 
bid’s >$250. 

Donna Rawlins @RawlinsFrench 1. Comprehensive folio appraisal for new picture book artist
Donna Rawlins @RawlinsFrench 2. Comprehensive folio appraisal for new picture book artist
Donna Rawlins @RawlinsFrench 3. Comprehensive folio appraisal for new picture book artist
Educateempower @vanessaryanr will write a set of teacher notes for your novel

Eleanor Limprecht @TheNeedToRead

I’m offering a full day of research and all notes, scanned documents, 
etc from the NSW State Archives on a person or subject of your 
choice. I am the author of 3 novels (2 historical) and have spent much 
time at the NSW Archives researching. Bid in the comments. Matching 
highest bid to WIRES

Eleni Hale @EleniHale

Signed copy of Stone Girl and a Q&A or consultation. Either email me 
ten questions or I can read 10,000 words of your manuscript then 
provide feedback

Eli Kwake @elikwake

Signed copy of Reaper shipped before the release date for the book. 
Yes, that's right, you get an early copy!
Ebook copy in the format of your choice of Shadow Giving Light. 
Emailed.

Elisabeth Storrs @elisabethstorrs
autographed copies of my 3 books plus a one hour tutorial on #histfic 
research. 

Elise Hurst @elise_hurst_art

illustrated The Ocean at the End of the Lane signed by @neilhimself 
and dedicated by me to the winning bidder ❤ ️ AND a limited ed. print 
of Ocean, signed by Neil and myself.

Eliza Henry-Jones @ehenryjones

1. $150 hamper of yarra valley produce (inc. goodies from our farm) 
Signed copy of my newest YA novel HOW TO GROW A FAMILY 
TREE before it's been released. Signed copies of IN THE QUIET & P 
IS FOR PEARL.

Eliza Henry-Jones @ehenryjones 2. I'll lovingly knit you a hot water bottle cover in your choice of colour. 

Elizabeth Cummings @EMCummings1

a school visit and 2 book packs - an individual set of my published 
books to date and a class set (8 copies) of my latest book ‘Fiona and 
Friends’



Elizabeth Foster @e_foster3 a signed book (Esme’s Wish OR Esme’s Gift - and a bilby!)
Elizabeth Stevens @writeriz 1.  'Royal Misadventures Book Pack'
Elizabeth Stevens @writeriz 2. workshop/author visit
Elizabeth Stevens @writeriz 3. one month mini-mentorship 
Elizabeth Stevens @writeriz 4. a personalised short story

Elizabeth Tan @elzbtht
1. a personalised signed copy of the b-format Australian edition of 
RUBIK (Brio), with cover illustration by Samantha Suyi Lee

Elizabeth Tan @elzbtht
2. Signed copy of the US version of RUBIK + a copy of STORIES OF 
PERTH, an anthology from Seizure.

Elizabeth Tan @elzbtht
3. Signed copy of the UK version of RUBIK + a copy of BEST 
SUMMER STORIES, an anthology from Black Inc. Books.

Elizabeth Tan @elzbtht

4. A trio of kokedama + potential secret spy meet-up at park bench. 
Perth only.

Ella Holcomb
via @laurajeanmckay

a children's book about her family's devastating experinece in the 
Black Saturday fires. She's not on twitter but would love to auction 3 
signed copies of The House on the Mountain

Ellena Savage @rahrsavage

-a signed copy of Yellow City
-a signed copy of Blueberries (out March)
-a forever subscription to my newsletter Little Throbs
-a LT letter devoted to you!
-help w an essay you're writing-2 pages written feedback+a 1-hour 
skype workshop

Ellie Marney @elliemarney

1. Signed AU & US copies of my first book, Every Breath, PLUS I will 
kill you off as a named character in my next book (your name also 
included in Acknowledgements)

Ellie Marney @elliemarney

2 Signed copies of Write Now (writing inspo book, all prompts written 
by me), No Limits, & Begin End Begin anthol with my story 'Missing 
Persons', with leather gum leaf bookmark.
PLUS email advice on any aspect of craft/writing industry.

Ellie Marney @elliemarney
3. the entire Circus Hearts set+postcards+tatts PLUS self-publishing 
advice.

Elly Robinson & Michael 
Carr-Gregg

@ellrobins @MCG58
1. a signed copy of Surviving Year 12



Elly Robinson & Michael 
Carr-Gregg

@ellrobins @MCG58 2. Dinner in Melbs with �me and �@MCG58� plus a signed copy of 
Surviving Year 12. We’re fun, I promise! 

Em @emintheeast

copies of @JennyAckland Little Gods and @EnzaGandolfo The 
Bridge to giveaway. We will also throw in bookmarks, a Stella Prize 
tote bag and a Book Monster pin from 
@jublyumph

Em @emintheeast

Our book club reads  @TheStellaPrize backlisted titles, & we have 
copies of @JennyAckland Little Gods and  @EnzaGandolfo The 
Bridge to giveaway. We will also throw in bookmarks, a Stella Prize 
tote bag and a Book Monster pin from  @jublyumph

Emily Barr @emily_barr

A signed/ dedicated copy of my first YA book, The One Memory of 
Flora Banks and The very first proof copy of my next YA book, which 
doesn't yet exist in book form but will do in the next few months

Emily Clements @Emily_Clementsy

2 copies of #thelotuseaters to the 2 highest bids - she's not out til Feb 
so you'll be reading it before my mum does! I'll also offer min 2 pages 
of feedback on up to 10,000 words of your writing. 

Emily Gale @EmilyGale

A manuscript report (kids or YA) any time in 2020. I give detailed 
feedback and have 22 years in the biz (editor, bookseller, agency 
reader, volunteer school librarian...I get around) plus 4 signed books.

Emily Gale @EmilyGale signed copies of Such Is Life by Steve Kealy to top 5 bidders
Emma Neale @EmEnSpace 7 signed books
Emma Osborne @redscribe sensitivity reading and coffee if in Melbourne or Skype if not

Emma Quay @emmaquaybooks

1 X PICTURE BOOK MENTORSHIP with Lisa Shanahan & Emma 
Quay. Hop over to my Insta post for details. 
https://instagram.com/p/B7He7N1gCOz/ I

Emma Viskic @EmmaViskic

To support Australian firefighters I'm auctioning a character name in 
my next Caleb Zelic book. As a bonus, I'll send you a personally 
inscribed copy anywhere in the world.

Enqi Weng @EnqiWeng
a signed copy of 'Media Perceptions of Religious Changes in 
Australia'. Ship free worldwide. 

Enza Gandolfo @EnzaGandolfo
a signed copy of The Bridge and Swimming (will cover postage). Plus 
written feedback on 5000 word short story.



Erin Gough @ErinOnFridays

1 signed copy of Amelia Westlake + 1 signed hardback US edition + 1 
personalised comic poem of thanks & solidarity penned by Amelia 
herself.

Erotic Griller @grillzoid

signed copies of SEXY FEMALE MURDERESSES
+ IF YOU'RE SEXY AND YOU KNOW IT SLAP YOUR HAMS
+ a zine
+ 2 riso prints 
+ a hand painted portrait! (Or an painting of your choice)

Escapages @TheEscapages all seven of our current puzzle books, signed and sent to you.

Eszter Hargittai @eszter
will send you copy of my new methods book from @ColumbiaUP (out 
in summer) & videochat with your class

Eugen Bacon @Eugenbacon

free line edit & manuscript assessment of the 1st 5,000 words of your 
spec fic novel/ story. Plus signed copies of Claiming T-Mo, Writing 
Spec Fic and all 2020 releases: Black Moon, A Pining, Inside the 
Dreaming. @MeerkatPress, @IFWGAustralia, @MacmillanAus

Ewa Ramsey @ewaeramsey

 A signed advanced reading copy of my first novel The Morbids AND
- A copy from the first print run also signed AND
- A postcard (it'll make sense when you read the book)

Eye & Lightning Books
@EyeAndLightning

our 2019 list on ebook

Faber Writing Academy @Faberwriting

offering a place in these one day courses Arnold Zable's 'Writing a 
Life' (Melb 22 Feb) and Elise Valmorbida's 'Migration Stories' (Syd 21 
March).

Favel Parrott @FavelParret

crocheted shell knee blanket: you get to choose the colours!! It will 
take me about 5 days to make once colours  are chosen. I use pure 
Australian wool. 

Felice Arena @Fleech

copies of six of my books . Plus... Pow Wow over Kung Pow! Join me 
for lunch at my fave Melbourne Chinese restaurant to talk 
writing/publishing/Specky Magee/whatever...

Felicity Castagna @FelicityCastagn School writing workshop



Felicity Plunkett and 
Stuart A Barnes

@StuartABarnes & 
@FelicPlunkett

read & offer detailed comments on 10 pages of poetry/a poetry 
manuscript. We will then write a joint set of suggestions, inspiration & 
ideas in response to your work & email these to you. Each of us will 
send you a signed copy of one of our books, Stuart’s Glasshouses & 
my forthcoming A Kinder Sea. Each of us will include a surprise 
collection of poetry, too. This offer would also suit NSW HSC English 
Extension 2 Major Work students.

Feminist Writers Festival @FemWritersFest
a full weekend pass for you & a friend to FWF2020 (Nov 13-15, Melb), 
plus a coffee date with one of our speakers & board members.

Fiona Hardy @fionathehardy

If you know a keen young reader/writer, I’m offering a signed copy of 
my book How to Make a Movie in 12 Days (ages ~9-12), a badge, 
their name in my next book & feedback on a story they’ve written or 
an idea they have!

Fiona Wood @f_i_o_n_a_w_

A Lunch of Encouragement. Ask me all your curly questions about 
writing, getting an agent, getting published, coping with rejection etc 
over lunch 
@TheMoatMelb

First Dog and John 
Kuldeka @firstdogonmoon

Whisky Book, Jon’s Hobart book and my Guide to the Apocalypse, 
and meet up for beers

First Dog on the Moon @firstdogonmoon Special print run for 100 donors

Frané Lessac @franelessac
original painting from “A is for Australian Animals” and a signed 
personalised copy of the book.

Gabriel Evans @gabrielevansart original (to be signed) artwork, "Fur Coat". 
Gabrielle Reid @reidwriting 1. School visit NSW

Gabrielle Reid @reidwriting

2. Signed copy of The Things We Can't Undo with bookish 
accessories (notebook, pencil case, bookmark) plus the opportunity to 
name a character in my next book. 

Gabrielle Tozer @gabrielletozer

1. 1 x 60-min Skype chat with me for your book club. We can drink, 
eat and talk books (or whatever you want!). Plus, a signed Remind Me 
How This Ends and signed bookmarks for everyone in the club.

Gabrielle Tozer @gabrielletozer 2. 3 x 30 minute phone consultations



Gabrielle Tozer @gabrielletozer

3. I’ll name a character in my upcoming YA novel THIS WEEK IS 
YOURS after you. It's published by 
@HarperKidsOz and hits shelves in 2021.

Gabrielle Tozer @gabrielletozer 4. 4 x 30 minute phone/skype consults @ $20 each

Gabrielle Wang
@GabrielleWang

1  an original artwork  

Gabrielle Wang
@GabrielleWang

2. 4 x art prints

Gabrielle Williams @gab_williams

1 hr session for your yr 9 students with me helping them learn the 
principles of plot construction and character development through 
playing my new boardgame Story A GoGo.

Gareth Dixon @wightbear

If you’re an aspiring Aboriginal or POC writer and wish to bid on a 
mentoring or editing offer in the auction, I’m offering $1,000 in 
donations to help increase your bids (5 x $200 each).

Gavin Aung Than @zenpencils
SIGNED books and Zen Pencils pins I'll send the highest bidder these 
goodies and an original sketch too!

Gay Lynch @LynchCarriah
a manuscript assessment, up to 10,000 words + copy Unsettled 
(2019).

Geoffrey Gates @gatesyteach
rare copy of my out-of-print first novel, ‘A Ticket for Perpetual 
Locomotion’(2005) signed with love.

George Ivanoff @George_Ivanoff
signed copy of THE AUSTRALIA SURVIVAL GUIDE
* 2 pages from my handwritten notebook 

George Megalogenis @GMegalogenis

 1. Signed copy of full set of books: The Longest Decade, The 
Australian Moment, Australia's Second Chance, Balancing Act and 
The Football Solution. 

George Megalogenis @GMegalogenis 2. Signed copy of Balancing Act

George Megalogenis @GMegalogenis 3. Signed copy of Football Solution

Gerald Murnane via @GiramondoBooks

 a rare signed copy of Collected Short Fiction – a volume of 
Murnane’s shorter works, many of which have been out of print for 
decades. 

Gerald Murnane
via @katejames

a signed copy of his sold-out vinyl record Words in Order for 
#AuthorsForFireys (numbered 16/300 - numbers below 100 were not 
sold commercially)



Gillian Polack @GillianPolack 1. A signed copy of my novel, The wizardry of Jewish Women

Gillian Polack @GillianPolack
2.  a 90 minute chat on history in fiction or how you personally can 
use history in fiction, gaming etc

Gillian Polack @GillianPolack
3. a menu for a modern dinner party that uses Jane Austen recipes: 
menu and recipes and, if you want, some guidance on etiquette.

Ginger Gorman @GingerGorman

1. personalised, signed copy of my award-winning, bestselling book 
"Troll Hunting." If you are in Canberra, I'll drop it to you house with a 
bottle of Australian champagne and tell you all about the weird 
journey of this book  otherwise Skype. Plus 2 bottles of wine from 
Collector Wines.

Ginger Gorman @GingerGorman

2. AUDIO version of my award-winning book “Troll Hunting.” If you’re in 
Canberra, I will also drop Australian champagne to you & chat 
otherwise Skype. Plus 2 bottles of wine from Collector Wines.

Glen Le Lievre @GlenLeLievre

RedBubble is taking too big a bite out of t-shirt sales so happy to part 
with the original A4 pencil art for this drawing. -Highest bidder receives 
a signed colour print to boot.

Glen Le Lievre
@GlenLeLievre

Gracia & Louise @gracialouise Prattle, scoop, trembling: a flutter of Australian birds' and 6 zines
Graeme Simsion @GraemeSimsion 1. MELBOURNE book club visit with champagne, previews, etc

Graeme Simsion @GraemeSimsion

2. This is a rare uncorrected proof of The Rosie Project - I’ve was only 
given 2. Mint condition. First printing anywhere before it went on to 
bigger things.

Graeme Simsion @GraemeSimsion
3. $50 donated buys you The Rosie Project or any of my other books 
in your choice of language - while mine & @text_publishing stocks last.

Gretchen Shirm @gretchenshirm Signed first edition of Helen Garner's Monkey Grip

Hachette Aus Books @HachetteAus
Highest bidder receives a written report and a 30 minute Skype 
consultation with a senior editor.

Hannah Elizabeth @hannahplusone Full beta read of a complete manuscript (up to 100k)

Hannah Elizabeth @hannahplusone
Copy of Bridge of Clay by Marcus Zusak (no bids, just proof of 
donation)



Hannah Kent @HannahFKent 1. HB special edition Burial Rites
Hannah Kent @HannahFKent 2. Burial Rites in Icelandic (rare)
Hannah Kent @HannahFKent 3. Your name in next novel
Hannah Kent @HannahFKent 4. Skype chat about your writing

Hannah Richell @hannahrichell

bundle: my first three novels + a limited edition proof of new one, all 
signed & dedicated with any inscription you choose, posted anywhere 
in the world. 

Hardie Grant Egmont @HGEgmont 1. SIGNED Star Wars book packs. 

Hardie Grant Egmont @HGEgmont

2. SIGNED book packs: two Claris titles, the beautifully illustrated Sea 
Life, All of the Factors of Why I Love Tractors, and THREE yet-to-be-
released books: Cats Say Nau, Dogs Say Bau, and Bronte: Me and My 
Boots.  

Hardie Grant Egmont @HGEgmont

3. Billie’s Best by Sally Rippin, the Penelope Perfect series by Chrissie 
Perry, and the hilariously funny Real Pigeons by @andrewmcdonald
and @benwood_illos

Hardie Grant Egmont @HGEgmont

4. YA Book Pack: Jane Doe and the Key of All Souls by 
@jeremylachlan, Paladero by @stevenlochran, Everywhere 
Everything Everyone by  @katywarner
 AND Welcome to Your Period by  @yumichild
 and the OG Dolly Doctor 

Hardy Grant Books @hardieGrant

We are putting this ultimate @richmond_fc bundle up for the 
#AuthorsForFireys auction. It includes a jersey signed by 
@DustinMartin4, a signed copy of his book 'Dustin Martin: My Story 
So Far...', and 'Stronger and Bolder' by 
@KonradMarshall

Harper Collins @annavaldinger manuscript assessment and one hour phone consult

Hayley Lawrence @hayleyblawrence

I’ve been evacuated twice and my town is badly burnt but no homes 
were lost. I’m joining in the fireys auction by offering a manuscript 
assessment on the first 10k words + a one hour phone consult + 
signed copy of my book Inside the Tiger. Aus only.

Hazel Edwards @muirmoir  'Authorpreneurship' 1 hr Skype & ebook plus hippomemorabilia offer



Heath @heathc
an unframed 30x20 inch print of photograph of Vivonne Bay on 
Kangaroo Island before the fire

Heather Rose @Rose_HMD
I'll take you on a day trip to #BrunyIsland with lunch at the Bruny pub 
+ a signed copy of each of my novels.

Heather Taylor Johnson @htaylorjohnson
a two-night stay at the writers’ retreat I’m setting up RIGHT NOW in 
Clayton Bay, SA. Desk in your room, lake out front.

Heide Goody @HeideGoody a comedy critique. We will “funny up” your prose (up to 5k words).

Helen Castles @helen_castles
signed copy of Scoop McLaren book 1 and signed advance copy of 
book 2 and character named after you in next book

Helen Edwards @drhelenedwards

My book Healthy Planet, Healthy People,Healthy Home: create a 
#sustainable home #upcycling ideas, make bee hotel, DIY+craft
*Set of Swag Bags: keep fruit+veg fresh+#plasticfree
*Set reusable tea swags

Helen Garner
via @gretchenshirm

1) a signed copy of Yellow Notebook 2) a new Carrefour 192-page 
exercise book, French-style, in excellent nick (though very slightly 
dinged on the cover because I've just 3) a small, still wrapped, yellow-
jacketed ‘essay book’ I brought home from France which according to 
its perfect cover is designed for writing an essay ‘on the fragmentary 
thoughts of life’?"

Helen Pitt (and Opera 
Australia)

@pitthen two tickets for any opera this summer season at the Opera House and 
two signed copies of my Walkley award winning book The House

Helena Fox @helenafoxoz

Signed copies of the Oz and US editions of my book, as well as a 
chat (via email or Skype) about the writing life and ways to best 
manage your mental health as a writer. I’d be happy to also talk about 
your writing project/s too

Hilary Davidson @FourRedShoes

a signed copy of my book Dress in the Age of Jane Austen , plus 30 
mins in person or by Skype of discussion/advice/techniques/research 
for any aspect of Regency dress.

Holden Sheppard @V8Sheppard
1. A signed & personalised copy of INVISIBLE BOYS, within the 
pages of which I will personally handwrite one of the letterbombs.



Holden Sheppard @V8Sheppard

2.An appraisal of the first 10,000 words of your manuscript – you can 
include query/synopsis – and a follow up 1 hour mentorship 
consultation with me via Skype/phone

Holden Sheppard @V8Sheppard

3. If you’re in (or can get to) the Perth metro area, a 1 hour coffee 
consultation meeting with me to talk about whatever you’d like (writing, 
publishing industry, books etc.)

Holly Ringland @hollyringland
1. personalised signed first edition copy of The Lost Flowers of Alice 
Hart

Holly Ringland @hollyringland 2. name a character after you in my second novel

Holly Throsby @hollythrosby
GOODWOOD +CEDAR VALLEY + ON NIGHT vinyl + AFTER A TIME 
vinyl +SEE! (an album of original children's songs) CD

Ian Mannix @sedvitae

signed copy of Great Australian Bushfire Stories and Great Australian 
Flood Stories to the highest bidder. These are heroic stories, not 
deaths...but thoughts are with all affected this season.I’ll respond to 
any fair challenge.

Imbi Neeme @TheNDM handwritten postcards of encouragement every month for 12 months

Ingrid Laguna @IngridLaguna5

I’ll do an author visit for grades 4-6 at a Victorian primary school within 
30 kms of Melb CBD. Also offering a signed copy of my middle-grade 
novel Songbird. 

Intan Paramaditha @sihirperempuan
signed copies of: - Apple and Knife ( @Brow_Books) AND the UK 
hardback ed ( @HarvillSecker) - ARC of my new novel The Wandering.

Isobelle Carmody
@FIRECATz
 via @annawhateley

via Anna Whateley. Signed 4 hardback novels, one is advance, The 
Kingdom of the Lost series. Plus one original artwork of Zluty. Not till 
June when advance copy released.

Isobelle Carmody via @Anna

 ORIGINAL artwork from forthcoming The Velvet City PLUS an 
advanced hardback copy!! *And* the first three in The Kingdom of the 
Lost with matching covers. All inscribed and posted midyear!

J P Pomare @JPPomare

signed copies of both my books and a weekend in clunes (Vic) on a 
writing retreat with me (or with a friend if you'd prefer). Local cafe  
Quigley & Clarke are throwing in a dinner experience for the winning 
bidder to the value of $100!



J.E. Miller
@JeAuthor

‘Remember’ was created with illustrations by 19 artists from Australia 
and the UK & I’m gathering signatures for some very rare fully signed 
1st editions. The highest bidder will get one, along with a ‘Remember’ 
commemorative collectors coin.

J.P. Pomare @jppomare
signed copies of both my books and a weekend in clunes (Vic) on a 
writing retreat with me (or with a friend if you'd prefer)

Jack Heath @jackHeathWriter

a signed copy of Hangman - a character named after you or a friend - 
a coffee if you're in Canberra (or a phone call to thank you if you're 
not)  

Jackie French @jackie_french_ 1. Sunday lunch
Jackie French @jackie_french_ 2. MS assessment
Jackie French @jackie_french_ 3. School phone chat
Jackie French @jackie_french_ 4. Name a wombat in her next book

Jaclyn Moriarty @jaclynmoriarty
Signed copies of Bronte & Whispering Wars, plus a character in my 
next book named after you.

Jaclyn Moriarty @jaclynmoriarty
A written assessment of a manuscript up to 10,000 words. 
accompanied by chocolate from Coco Chocolate

Jaclyn Moriarty, Liane 
Moriarty, Nicola Moriarty

@jaclynmoriarty  �
@NikkiM3
� Signed copies of Liane, Nicola & my latest novels.

Jacqueline Harvey @JacquelineHarve

Signed hardback 10 yr anniversary edition of Alice-Miranda at School 
(Feb release) and a one hour writing workshop with a class of 
students or an individual. Depending on where you live via Skype or 
in person. Will match donation (up to $500 to the Red Cross).

James Boyce @JamesBoyceBooks

2 colonial histories for the cause.  Bid by Sunday 6pm for a 
signed/dedicated copy of the new hardcover edition of 'Van Diemen's 
Land' (which has a foreword by Richard Flanagan & piccies!) AND 
'1835: The Founding of Melbourne & the Conquest of Australia" (pb)

James Dunk @JamesHDunk
an inscribed copy of my first book, a history of madness in and around 
Sydney.

James Foley @Jamesfoleybooks

an illustrated cameo as an animal character in a picture book I’ve got 
coming out in 2021.If you bid over $100 you can add a loved one; 
over $150, add 2 ppl; over $200, add 3 ppl etc.



Jamila Rizvi @JamilaRizvi

1. signed, first edition of #NotJustLucky @PenguinBooksAus plus 
dinner for you, me and a girlfriend in Sydney or Melbourne. Delicious 
meal and work pep talk on me. 

Jamila Rizvi @JamilaRizvi

2. signed copy of #TheMotherhood plus dinner with me and some 
contributors I rustle up, plus you and a fellow new mum mate. Meal on 
me, in Sydney or Melbourne. We will laugh and cry and my stories will 
make you feel better about your family! 

Jamila Rizvi
@JamilaRizvi 
@RosieWaterland 

3. Lunch with @RosieWaterland and I, in Sydney or Melbourne for a 
chat about and exclusive preview of our new @PenguinBooksAus 
Broken Brains (still being written!) The meal is on us and so is our 
unqualified therapy session.

Jan Cornall @_WritersJourney
a one hour feedback/brainstorm session on your book idea (synopsis) 
with writing tutor Jan Cornall

Jane Riley @JaneRileyAuthor
Signed copy debut novel, The Likely Resolutions of Oliver Clock (Feb 
1)

Jane Riley @JaneRileyAuthor An MP3 Audio of the book as narrated by fabulous Steve West

Janine Shepherd
@janineshepherd

-A mentoring session working on your TED talk idea. 
-Signed copy of my latest memoir, DEFIANT.(optioned in 
Hollywood)
- Copy of audiobook, DEFIANT.

Janis Hill @Janis_Hill

1. Pendant made from faux pearls and glass beads - recycled from 
old necklaces. It's on a 12cm gold coloured hoop and I used 
florists wire to make. I would usually sell for $35.

Janis Hill @Janis_Hill
2. personalised, signed copy of one of my "Other World" books 
(book 1 and/or book 2) 

Jason Frankenstein @jasefranks

a copy Bloody Waters and Faerie Apocalypse. Both award 
finalists. I will inscribe the books to the winner and also draw a 
postcard sketch of a character of their choice. Will post them 
anywhere

Jay Kristoff @misterkristoff  a signed, doodled, 1st edition set of the NEVERNIGHT trilogy.
Jay Kristoff @misterkristoff Also items with Amie K (See above)



Jaye Weatherburn @jayechats

-2xBooks: Preserving Digital Materials+Digital Curation
-A☕ ️meeting/pep talk/mentoring session with us in Melbourne or via 
video call

Jayne Persion @jypersian
Signed copy of Beautiful Balts: From Displaced Persons to New 
Australians

Jayne Tuttle @Jayne_tuttle

I’m treating one  you to a champagne lunch at France-Soir, to talk 
about writing, France, life, death, Australia, snails, whatever your 
delight - including an inscribed copy of Paris or http://Die.Bid BIG! 
@HardieGrant

Jean McBain @jeanmcbain

A crash course in historical research to budding or blooming hist-fic 
authors. Email me your topic and I’ll make a bespoke 3-page list of 
key databases, books and articles, followed up with a 1-hour skype 
consult

Jeff VanderMeer @jeffvandermeer
Exchange book+CD, Complete Borne limited edition, Dead Astronauts 
hardcover

Jen Hogben @JenHogben Basket by mixed media artist Joan Hogben

Jen Storer Author @jenstorerauthor
Scribbles Academy membership is up for auction, NOW! Extra 
incentive, I'll throw in a one-hour coaching session with me on Skype.

Jenna Guillaume @JennaGuillaume
1. I’m offering a cameo appearance in my next book, which is out in 
September 

Jenna Guillaume @JennaGuillaume
2. Get a signed and personalised copy of WHAT I LIKE ABOUT ME. 
(3 copies for top 3 bids)

Jenna Guillaume @JennaGuillaume
3: 1 hr consultation with me on writing, the media, freelancing, 
social media or whatever you want to chat about

Jennifer Down @jenniferdown
1/ one fiction workshop for high-school students (must be victorian, 
sorry!) - open to any ages/abilities/interest levels

Jennifer Down @jenniferdown

2/ manuscript or short story clinic - give me up to 60,000 words to 
read, and we can have a yak abt it over a one-hour skype (or IRL 
chat if you’re in melb/surrounds!).

Jennifer Down @jenniferdown

3/signed copies of each of my books - they have both been out for a 
while and my signature is not that exciting BUT i will draw you a 
picture and write you a personalised book rec list inside the front cover



Jeremy Lachlan @jeremylachlan

1. A signed 1st ed Cradle of All Worlds, a signed as yet unreleased 
Key of All Souls, a KoaS pin, a CoaW bookmark, PLUS a 1 hour 
Skype chat or book club visit/coffee/lunch if you’re in Sydney to talk 
books, writing, character, plot. 

Jeremy Lachlan @jeremylachlan
2. a signed copy of the special collector’s hardback edition of Jane 
Doe and the Key of All Souls

Jess Black @Jessblackauthor

A signed copy of The Tales of Mr Walker, A signed poster of The 
Tales of Mr Walker, A character named after you in my latest series, A 
meet and greet coffee date in Newcastle (or Sydney by arrangement)

Jess Flint @cakeandmadness 1. Baby Yoda

Jess Flint @cakeandmadness

2.  a #Nevernight prop dagger with the option of blood paint. This is 
EXCLUSIVE - i will never offer blood paint on these again. You'll 
have the only one in the world like it.

Jess Flint @cakeandmadness

3. My 3rd item is a Bad Place Senior Staff Pin from the phenomenal tv 
series The Good Place. 3D printed, painted & detailed by me. It has two 
clutch back pins to ensure it won't go from a 👎  to a 

Jess Flint @cakeandmadness

4. My fourth and final item for now is a HORRIBLE GOOSE from 
Untitled Goose Game by House House. It's 3D printed from PLA 
and has a powerful magnet in the beak so it can steal all your stuff 
and cause mayhem. 

Jess Flint @cakeandmadness

5. I'm a qualified baker & pastry chef with 15 years experience. I'll 
teach you anything you want to learn- i especially love tempering 
artisan chocolate & big elaborate cakes. (2 offered)

Jess Gately @Jess_Gately

I’m offering a mini Photoshoot for anyone based in Perth. Author 
headshots, couples, babies, families, pets, cosplay - you name it, let’s 
do it!

Jess Racklyeft @JessRacklyeft three A3 giclee prints

Jessica Adams @astrologyshow

signed copy of Essential Astrology for Women (HarperCollins) by 
Jessica Adams + Personal Horoscope Reading at the Windsor or the 
Ritz.



Jessica Dettmann @jesswithgusto

three signed copies of my novel How To Be Second Best, plus I’ll 
name a character in my next book (publishing Christmas 2020, 
HarperCollins)

Jessica Friedmann @msfriedmann

a creative writing tarot session via Skype. Hit me with your knottiest 
problem and let's work through it via some tarot and chocolate and a 
chat.

Jessica Miller
@jess_icamiller

a signed copy of Elizabeth and Zenobia, along with a bonus 
personalized chapter, where E and Z take you (or a young person in 
your life!) on a special adventure.

Jessica Rudd @Jess_rudd
I’m donating my underlined, dog-eared, treasured book tour copy of 
Campaign Ruby from 2010

Jessica Townsend @digressica

1. package of signed, personalised copies of #Nevermoor and 
#Wundersmith (both in hardcover & paperback), two enamel pins that 
you can’t get anywhere except from me ☺�, and a cute ‘W’ 
Wundersmith notebook. Open internationally!

Jessica Townsend @digressica

30-minute Skype call with MY MUM just kidding it’s with me, sorry. We 
can do a Q&A with your class/book club, you can interrogate me for 
#Hollowpox spoilers & see if I cave, or I can show you my excellent 
brooch collection, whatevs really!

Jessica Townsend & 
Tabitha Marsh

@digressica 
@TM_Illustrator

A fully annotated hardcover #Nevermoor from me (margin notes 
galore!) & an original artwork of your favourite Nevermoor character by 
the BRILLIANT Tabitha Marsh! EEEK.

Jessica Townsend and 
Lynette Noni

@digressica 
@LynetteNoni

We will treat the winning bidder and five friends to afternoon tea! 
Sunshine Coast

Jill Stark @jillastark

signed copies of all 3 of my books, a ticket (valued at $195) to my 
Worrier to Warrior mental health workshop in (Melbourne or Sydney) 
and dinner on me in Melbourne where we can discuss your writing 
and/or our ‘crazy’ brains.

Jo Hirst @thegenderfairy1
1 signed copy The Gender Fairy + 1 signed copy A House for 
Everyone 

Jo Renfro @renfrojo  a caricature of someone’s favorite furry friend 

Joanna Nell @Jo_nell_writer
signed copies of Single Ladies of Jacaranda Village and Last Voyage 
of Mrs Henry Parker.



Jodi McAlister @JodiMcA

1 a personalised, signed set of the Valentine series, plus both of the 
promotional enamel pins.

Jodi McAlister @JodiMcA

2 I'll provide detailed feedback on the first 5000 words of your 
manuscript, as well as your synopsis. ORFor PhD students/ECRs in 
the arts: I'll read a draft article or book chapter and provide feedback 
to help you get it ready to publish

Jodi McAlister @JodiMcA
3 I'll name a cameo character in the very silly soap opera book I'm 
writing after you

Jodi Toering @jodi_toering Signed copy of Mallee Sky
Jodie Fleming @PsychologyofIt Personally signed 1st edition of A Hole In My Genes

John Birmingham @JohnBirmingham

I’m writing the sequel to THE CRUEL STARS. If you would like to be a 
space commando who punches Space Nazis in THE SHATTERED 
SKIES, put your bid in below.

John Clarke care of @lorinimus Pack of John Clarke's books and DVDs

John Purcell @Bookeboy

signed copy of the new edition The Girl on the Page & a proof copy 
(it's the naughtiest edition) PLUS a one hour phone chat about the 
book industry

Jordi Kerr @WritingJordi
a sensitivity reading on (white) LGBT rep in an unpublished MS. 
Feedback via writing +1hr consultation (in person or online).

Joseph Elliott @joseph_elliott

To raise money for Australia, we're offering up a bundle of 10 
SIGNED advance copies - all yet-to-be-released 2020 Debut YA and 
MG novels from UK and Ireland. 
Reply with your BID in Australian Dollars.  ($1 AUS = 50p) Highest bid 
wins! 📚 UK/EU only 📚 Ends 11/01

Josephine Rowe @josephinerowe

Signed US ed of Here Until August (like AU ed but longer wingspan)
+ 1st full typewritten draft of Anything Remarkable (w much marginalia 
& evidence of pathological indecision)
+ audio recording of any <2000 word story you choose, mine or 
someone else’s

Judith Ridge @msmisrule Children's/YA manuscript assessment, signed book



Judith Rossell @JudithRossell

1. a place at the next  Australian Writers' Centre weekend Writing 
Picture Books course here in Melbourne - 25/26 July 2020 (normal 
cost $450), PLUS a lovely one-on-one meeting with me afterwards to 
discuss your story! 

Judith Rossell @JudithRossell
2.  the framed original watercolour artwork for the cover of the picture 
book Wrong Way, by Mark Macleod, and a signed copy of the book.

Judy Horacek @judyhoracek
1. a signed almost full set of my cartoon books - 30 years of 
progressive politics and unbridled whimsy! 

Judy Horacek @judyhoracek
2. A full set of my picture books with Mem Fox signed by me - sheep, 
Bonnie & Ben, Ducks and more ! 

Jules Faber @Julesthe4rd
3x ORIGINAL brush & ink A4 illustrations of animals on white card. 
Unframed. Highest bid includes postage.

Jules Faber @Julesthe4rd

2. I'll HAND DRAW up to 20 x $25 postcards (depending on bids). 
Your choice of character from any of my books. Standard poses. Can 
add personal message for you tho. Signed, numbered ltd ed. 
Postage incl.

Julie Goodwin and Ian 
See

@_JulieGoodwin 
@fauxhemian

6 signed cookbooks +one-on-one recipe writing workshop (Skype or 
at my CC kitchen). Learn practical recipe writing + how to access the 
memories & tell the stories that give them meaning.

Julie Koh and @juliekoh

A joint #authorsforfireys auction item from former UQP editor 
@fauxhemian & me. We’ll read your 3k-word fiction sample & Skype 
with you for an hour to give feedback & answer questions on 
writing/publishing. 

Julie Murphy @juliekidsbooks
a signed copy of the 2019 Environment Award shortlisted picture 
book, #MyAustralia

Justin Coulson
@justincoulson six book library of parenting books, signed and personally delivered if 

I can get to the person who wins

Justin Coulson
@justincoulson

a parenting expert session in your lounge room.This is currently at 
$800. I show up in somebody’s lounge room and run a parenting 
workshop

Justin Coulson
@justincoulson

a parenting expert on your shoulder, where I go to somebody’s house 
and watch them raise their children and offer specific one on one 
coaching



Justin Walsh @juswal
proofreading and style editing on your whole fiction manuscript. I’m a 
postgrad-qualified pro, and I won’t blink at 250,000 words

Justin Woolley @Woollz 1. personally signed copies of all of my books
Justin Woolley @Woollz 2. a cameo appearance in my upcoming #BlackLibrary novella

Justine Barker
@justineabarker a 10 page manuscript critique (or full PB text). I will read the first 10 

pages of your manuscript provide written feedback via email.

Kaaron Warren @kaaronwarren

1. a personally annotated copy of "Into Bones Like Oil", a voucher for 
a beverage of your choice, and a Skype call, which might or might not 
include my sister.

Kaaron Warren @kaaronwarren

2. a copy of "Into Bones Like Oil" and a sensory pack to make it come 
to life. This will include a tin of baked beans, a tube of paint, a key 
and more!

Kali Napier @kaliNapier read 20 pages and 2 page critique

Karen Andrews @KarenAndrewsAU
2 x signed copies of my children's picture book Surprise! + 30min 
Skype consult (writing/blogging/publishing-related matters) 

Karen Downing @Drink_an_ocean

A copy of 'Tears, Laughter, Champagne' that tells the 15 year road to 
recovery after the 2003 Canberra bushfires for me and my 'Singed 
Sisters' - with the recipes that helped! I have 2 copies signed by all 
the 'Sisters' so top 2 highest bidders score.

Karen Foxlee @karenfoxlee
manuscript appraisal? You’d get a full manuscript read, written 
assessment and 30 min Phone chat. Middle grade only.

Karen Ginnane @kjginnane

a signed copy of my debut MG historical fantasy novel WHEN DAYS 
TILT, out with Penguin Random House in Feb ‘21, plus a 
personalised mention in the dedication

Karen Wyld @1KarenWyld

1. 4 surprise books posted to you throughout 2020, starting Feb. 
These are books I've written or anthologies I'm in. You will receive 
some of these before release dates. Top secret projects but one is a 
children's book with 
@HachetteAus

Karen Wyld @1KarenWyld

4-hour weaving & yarning workshop in SA.
(date & location tbc) Join me in a discussion about First Nations 
books, about your writing/fav books etc. AND make a small basket. 
For 12 people: 12 individual top bids.



Kate and Jol Temple @katejoltemple1
ORIGINAL mockup copy of our #charlottehuck award winning book 
Room On Our Rock.

Kate and Jol Temple @katejoltemple1 Room On Our Rock: limited edition translation signed copies. 

Kate Forsyth @KateForsyth

6 signed copies of my new novel #TheBlueRose + an hour Skype 
meeting with your #bookclub + the right to name a character in my 
next novel. 

Kate Foster @kfosterauthor 1 x 3 CHAPTERS + QUERY LETTER CRITIQUE (MG and YA only)

Kate Gordon @DireleafeHall

an assessment of the first 5k words of your manuscript (or full MS for 
picture book), advice on publication, a pack of signed books, 
merchandise and goodies, and a character in a forthcoming book. 

Kate Larsen Keys @katelarsenkeys

Need advice or assistance researching, writing or editing application/s 
for grants, residencies or opportunities? I am auctioning 5 hours of 
application-writing consultancy (valued at $750)

Kate Murdoch @KateMurdoch3 signed copy of Stone Circle
Kate Murdoch @KateMurdoch3 Signed copy of The Orange Grove

Kate O'Donnell @readingkate

1. Signed & personalised copy of Untidy Towns & a mix CD (or link to 
a playlist if you've phased out CDs) of all the songs that inspired the 
story. Max bid $40

Kate O'Donnell @readingkate

2. Signed & personalised copy of Untidy Towns w/ research photos + 
annotations + travel directions in case you want to visit Emyvale* 
sometime. Max bid $50

Kate O'Donnell @readingkate

3. A signed & personalised copy of Untidy Towns + two of the books 
that the protagonist Adelaide references in the story. I'll even write 
you a letter about why i chose em, if you want. Max bid $50

Kate O'Donnell @readingkate

4. Signed & personalised copy of Untidy Towns and I'll write in all the 
quotes and song lyrics that inspired each chapter for a little sneak 
peek. Max bid $30

Kate Seear (A/Prof) @Kate_Seear
Book: Law, Drugs and the Making of Addiction. If you’re in Melbourne 
I’ll also have a ☕ ️ with you, to chat #druglaw, footy, whatever!



Kate Simpson & Jess 
Racklyeft @ksimpsonbooks

Jess Racklyeft & I are offering an advance copy (signed by us both) 
of our upcoming picture book Anzac Girl: The War Diaries of Alice 
Ross-King, along with an original watercolour painting by Jess of a red 
poppy, sized A4. 

Kate Van Hooft @vanhooftwrites

I’m a published author and trauma specialist/social worker. I’ll - read a 
synopsis and 20 pages of your MS - provide a consult on how to use 
trauma theory to enrich your character/plot (e.g. depicting 
representations, behavioural/cognitive/social impacts)

Katherine Brabon @katherinebrabon

1hr mentoring Skype chat for writers (I’ll read 5K words) OR I’ll Skype 
into your book club, and send a signed copy of my Vogel-winning 
novel The Memory Artist

Katherine Kovacic @KathKov1

Signed copies of both Alex Clayton mysteries plus I will match the 
winning bid as a donation to the wildlife relief charity of your choice 
(up to $300).

Kathleen Jennings @tanaudel

A signed Advance Review Copy of my Australian Gothic novella 
Flyaway - A signed copy of "Stray Bats" — by Margo Lanagan, 
illustrated by me - postcards - small sketch (TBD, high chance it's a 
duck)

Kathryn Apel @KatApel

60min skype author talk with a class or community group. Winning bid 
gets a signed copy of one of my books – your choice. Happy to talk to 
kids or adults. 

Kathryn Apel @KatApel new-for-you Australian animal poem

Kathryn Heyman @KathrynHeyman

1. I'll read the first 40 pages of your manuscript & follow with a one 
hour Skype mentoring session. Me: 7 books (links in bio). Australian 
Writers Mentoring Program. Mentored scores of published stars.

Kathryn Heyman @KathrynHeyman 1. Mentoring session 2. Book Parcel signed books 

Kathy Lette @KathyLette
a character in HRT – Husband Replacement Therapy, published in 
May, bid now.

Katrina Germein @katrinagermein

Picture book critique & signed book. Advice on how to improve your 
story & make it publisher-ready. I’ll send written feedback on a 
manuscript of up to 1000 words. Also, a signed copy of one of my 
books (your choice).



Katy Warner @katywarner

signed copy of my YA novel 'Everywhere Everything Everyone' along 
with a Santee inspired sticker-bomb starter kit (pens, labels) to help 
you spread your message. 

Kaz Cooke @reallykazcooke
1. Two original drawings for The Terrible Underpants book, (Wanda-
Linda), unframed A4ish size.

Kaz Cooke @reallykazcooke
2. Two original drawings for The Terrible Underpants book, unframed 
A4ish size.

Kelly Canby @kelcanby 1. A2 size original artwork: Faces: ink on thick watercolour paper

Kelly Canby @kelcanby
2. A2 size original artwork: City: ink and collage on thick watercolour 
paper 

Kelly Canby @kelcanby
3. This pair of original ink studies from my picture book The Hole 
Story. Roughly A5 size. 

Kelly Canby @kelcanby
4. Another original ink colour study for my picture book The Hole 
Story. Roughly A4 size

Kelly Gardiner @kmjgardiner
a series of three writing mentoring sessions with me, in person or 
online (and I'll throw in a signed copy of Goddess too).

Kerri Turner
@KerriNTurner 42 SIGNED BOOKS by different authors. the won prize can be 

split/posted to multiple addresses
Kerry Brown @KerryBrownAuth1 book pack of six signed picture books

Kerryn Goldsworthy @AdelaideBook
Will copy-edit one story, essay, or 30 pp of a novel: spelling, grammar, 
syntax, style & fact-check, with explanatory notes. 

Keta Joshi @KetanJO
Option of 1000 word researched piece on energy or 1 hour video chat 
about reneable energy and climate

Kevin Klehr @kevinklehr

My new eBook novella is released on January 21. I'm offering an 
advanced copy either mobi or epub version. It's gay, whimsical, and at 
times a little dark.

Kevin Rudd @MrKRudd

Not for the Faint-Hearted’ & ‘PM Years’, Signed Kevin07 shirt, 
Autographed handballs, Signed Apology text, Your choice: we play 
handball or chat over tea & Iced Vovos

Kidlitvic @kidlitvic
One 'Golden ticket' - assessment, pitch, masterclass. -agents and 
publishers!

Kill Your Darlings @kyd_magazine

– a *lifetime* online subscription to KYD, – an Online Writers 
Workshop of your choice, – a lucky dip print journal from the KYD 
archive!



Kim Kane @Kimkane2

2 tickets to see the musical version of another children’s author’s 
work. Melbourne season only. Show closes 2 Feb 2020 so I’ll work 
with you to find a date when tickets are available (for me to buy). Not 
sure where seats will be

Kimberley Atkins @kimberleyAtkins
two dani atkins novels + synopsis and 2500wds MS assessment + 
one hour skype call

Kirsten Krauth @kirstenkrauth

Clementine Ford will cook a meal for you + two buddies if you're the 
highest bidder! PLUS you'll receive a pack of signed books from 
incredible Oz + international writers.

Kirstin Ferguson @kirstinferguson

a signed copy of Women Kind, written with @corporatefox, PLUS a 
career mentoring/coaching session PLUS a review or help with your 
CV.

Kirsty Eagar 1. Six book pack
Kirsty Eagar 2. Skype consultation

Kirsty Murray @kirstymurray
signed copies of my two picture books with a personalized note about 
puddles and puppies

Konrad Marshall @KonradMarshall

my only remaining 1st edition copy of Yellow & Black, plus the sequel, 
Stronger & Bolder. If in Melbourne, I’ll sign, personalise and deliver 
over a long lunch, chatting about the 17 & 19 @Richmond_FC flags. 
Not only does the initial offering stand, but joining us for lunch will be 
@Richmond_FC president @peggyoneal17 who will both shout the 
meal and take us on a tour of Tigerland! 

Koraly Dimitriadis @koralyd

Greek mums and bubs group which I am part of are having an online 
auction for the bush fires of products/services. I am also auctioning a 
three hour writing/performance consult. You can partake here: 
https://www.facebook.com/events/853335885119307/

Kristina Shulz @kristinaschulz

assessment of the first 5000 works of your manuscript (be it YA, 
MIddle or Younger Reader). Or the whole manuscript if it’s a picture 
book. I’ll provide a detailed report (1-2 pages) plus any industry 
knowledge I can offer. 

Kristy Fairlamb @kristy_fairlamb
a signed copy of my  debut LUCID & an early edition of the yet to be 
released sequel, LUMINOUS, out later this year. 

Kylie Howarth @kylie_howarth 5 mounted prints and 2 signed "Chip" books



Kylie Howarth @kylie_howarth
A signed pencil and ink study drawn for Fish Kid and the Lizard Ninja, 
signed book, lenticular (moving) bookmark and postage paid.

Kylie Mason @kylie_evolved
a structural report on a manuscript up to 120,000 words, including an 
assessment of the essential elements of the book.

Kylie Mason @kylie_evolved Structural report on a 120,000 word manuscript

Kylie Mirmohamadi @vic_reader
signed copy of my (quite expensive) book, The Digital Afterlives of 
Jane Austen.

Kylie Westaway @kyliewestaway
2 x 1 page assessment of a Picture Book manuscript to the top 2 
bidders

L.D. Lapinski @ldlapinski

@natsmillie and I are joining #AuthorsForFireys! For the highest bid 
donation we’re offering: A signed proof copy of the as-yet-unprinted 
cover of The Strangeworlds Travel Agency, a piece of original artwork 
by Natalie(!), a notebook AND a pre-order of the finished book!

Laura Greaves @Laura_Greaves
signed copy of my latest book, Miracle Mutts, plus a limited edition 
bookmark. 

Lauren Gawne @superlinguo

YOUR VERY OWN constructed language. Perfect for your sci-fi or 
fantasy novel, or bespoke lorem ipsum. Includes ones 1-on-1 chat 
and a word generator. 

Laurie Bell @LaurienotLori

signed copy of both The Butterfly Stone and White Fire and will name 
a character after you in my next novel. Also you'll score an original 
1000 word prompt piece

Lea Scott @LeaScottcom
I'll read 20 pages + meet you online or at Qld Writers Centre for a 90 
min discussion. Any type of fiction/memoir.

Leah Jing
@_leahleahleah

— Melbourne-based, 1 hour shoot, 8-10 digital headshots
— This year my commissions are closed, so, I guess a ~rare 
experience~

Leah Jing McIntosh @_leahleahleah

Win some ~headshots~ — Melbourne-based, 1 hour shoot, 8-10 
digital headshots — This year my commissions are closed, so, I guess 
a ~rare experience~ — http://leahjing.com/digital

Leah Kaminsky @leahkam signed copies of my novels The Waiting Room & The Hollow Bones

Leanne Hall @lilymandarin
assistance with your next grant/funding application. I'll read your 
application, provide a short report & discuss in person/Skype. 



Lee Christine @leeChristine59

I’m offering a copy of my crime novel, and a pair of gorgeous 
snowflake earrings from Brighton Collectibles. Delivery will be after 
release day 4th Feb

Lee Constable @Constababble

A signed copy of 'How to Save the Whole Stinkin' Planet' for you, - A 
signed copy of 'How to Save the Whole Stinkin' Planet' for the public 
primary school of your choice

Lee Kofman @LeeKofman

I'll come anywhere in Melbourne to your writers 
group/organisation/class/group of friends to teach a 3-hours writing 
workshop on a topic of your choice.

Lee Tulloch @missleetulloch 1989 rare first edition of my cult novel Fabulous Nobodies

Leesh
@_inhertwenties I am offering the TOP THREE BIDDERS a logo and matching header 

(optional) for their blog, website, social media profiles, etc.

Leesh @_inhertwenties
TOP THREE BIDDERS a logo and matching header (optional) for their 
blog, website, social media profiles, etc.

Leife Shallcross @leioss

signed hardback copy of The Beast's Heart, plus 3 postcards I 
commissioned from @OMearaShauna , with a cute bonus enamel 
rose pin thrown in for good measure.

Leigh Bardugo @LBardugo

signed/personalised 1st edition of Six of Crows + a full set of the 
original face cards illustrated by @kevinwada

Leigh Sales and Annabel 
Crabb @leighsales

Signed copy of Any Ordinary Day and The Wife Drought; 4 tickets to a  
 Chat10Looks3 show - drinks with us backstage before the show.

Lexie Couper @lexxie_couper
personally signed copy of Unconditional and original draft copy of 
editing notes

Liane Moriarty via @jaclynmoriarty Will name a character after you in her next book 

Libby Turner @libbyturns

manuscript assessment on a work up to 80k words. This will consist of 
a report of at least 2k words. Assessment to occur no earlier than May 
2020. 

Lili Wilkinson @twitofalili
1. I’ll read the first 10,000 words of your novel and provide a detailed 
assessment. 

Lili Wilkinson @twitofalili
2. Your name (or a name of your choosing) will appear in a Mysterious 
List of Clues in my 2020 YA thriller, THE ERASURE INITIATIVE.



Lili Wilkinson @twitofalili 3. Book pack - I’ll sign any three of my books and post them to you. 

Lisa Fuller @lisaSfuller

book pack , including a signed copy of Ghost Bird, a copy of my 2020 
Diary, and four collections of poetry, short stories and essays created 
by insanely talented First Nations mob. 

Lisa Ireland @lisaireland66

dinner at Bellota, South Melbourne, in Feb?.(Date TBC) Two seats 
going to the highest bidder. Dinner’s on us and guests will get signed 
copies of our latest books.

Lisa Siberry @LSiberry
copy of Lily Green, a bookmark and some razzle dazzle nail polish 
and lip balm

Lisa Walker @LisaWalkerTweet a signed pre-release copy of The Girl with the Gold Bikini.

Liv Crowley @livc

We would like to offer a dinner with an author (or two) for 10 people 
and accommodation for the night (5 guest bedrooms) in Blackheath. 
Are there any authors who would like to take up this offer? (DM me & 
then we can go with a formal auction listing!)

Liz Anelli
@lizillustrator  a signed copy and an original artwork from my award-winning picture 

book Ten Pound Pom

Liz Climo @elclimo signed copies of my book “Best Bear Ever” & my 2020 desk calendar. 

Liz Deep-Jones
@LizDeepJones

2signed LucyZeezou #books for 8-14yrolds �
@penguinrandom
� Bid on 1or both PLUS role in forthcoming screen version

Liz Lawson
@LzLwsn

ten Roaring20s YA&MG authors have donated a bundle of our debuts!📚

Books will arrive as arcs/final copies/pre-orders! US only.

Liz Ledden @Liz_Ledden

for primary teachers/TLs, Sydney & surrounds: a signed copy of my 
bug/friendship/differences picture book TULIP AND BRUTUS for your 
school ➕  a 🎉  BUG PARTY 🎉  for your K, yr1 or yr2 class. Bug 
games, craft, snacks & storytime! 🐞🦠

Lorette Broekstra @lorettebookart ive of my Children’s  Picture Books, signed and dedicated to you

Lorin @lorinimus
Signed copy of kids book plus you get to perform very own line in 
Series 3 of The Fitzroy Diaries



Lorinimus @Lorinimus

the @mrjohnclarke archive with a few items missing. This could all be 
yours. Bids end 11 Jan. We saved this signed DVD for something but 
we weren’t sure what.

Lorna Hendry @lornahendry

I am auctioning my sciencey books for kids, including two #CBCA 
award-winning books (Gigantic Book of Genes, Left & Right), the new 
Massive Books of Maps plus How to Win a Nobel Prize co-written with 
@barjammar

Louie Stowell @Louiestowell

coffee in London UK or a chat over skype for aspiring writers to 
discuss any part of the publishing/writing journey and offer advice on 
whatever you need

Louisa Lim @limlouisa

#littleredpodcast mug and t-shirt
*mention on the podcast
*signed copy of the People's Republic of Amnesia
*hotpot meal w @GraemeKSmith and myself (no sea cucumbers but 
maybe baijiu).

Louise Allan @louisejallan

1. Read up to 25 pages of your manuscript *Provide feedback in 
Track Changes *1-hour Q&A via Skype or in person if you're in Perth 
(I'll shout the coffee)

Louise Allan @louisejallan 2. Signed copy of my novel, The Sisters’ Song

Louise Zedda-Sampson @I_say_meow
a spot at the next writers retreat. Package includes all food and single-
room accommodation. Does not include transport to and from retreat.

Lucy Durneen @LittleWonders13
consult on up to 3 short stories/25 pgs.Will inc. written notes, Skype 
chat over a long distance cuppa, & a signed copy of Wild Gestures.

Lucy Palmer @LucyPalmer4

I’d love to offer constructive, creative feedback on the first 5,000 
words of your memoir. I’ll also send a signed copy of A Bird on My 
Shoulder.

Lucy Parker @_LucyParker  three signed books and two London Celebs bookmarks.

Lucy Treloar @LucyTreloar

signed copies of Salt Creek &  Wolfe Island, which I'll send anywhere 
in the world. You'll also get your name in my new book (and a copy on 
publication)!

Madeleine O'Dea @madeleineodea

a signed copy of #ThePhoenixYears (US or Oz edition, whichever you 
like best), plus tea & dumplings at White Rabbit Gallery in Sydney 
where we can check out some inspiring art together.



Maeve Food Safari via @HardieGrant

on behalf of @MaeveFoodSafari who is auctioning a 'Food Safari' 
book bundle AND 4 seats at a special Gourmet Safari lunch at a 
PAZAR in Sydney

Magabala Books Magabala Books

poetry by Alison Whittaker, Kirli Saunders, Charmaine Papertalk 
Green & John Kinsella, Ali Cobby Eckermann PLUS SIGNED copies 
of Bruce Pascoe's #DarkEmu & YA books

Mandy Beaumont @mandybeaumont
signed copy of my (yet to be released) book, Wild, Fearless Chests, 
plus a little collection of my chapbooks and stickers. 

Marcia Langton @marcialangton
signed copy of Welcome To Country. A Travel Guide to Indigenous 
Australia

Margaret Cook @mcookhistory

I am offering a signed copy of A River with a City Problem. This book 
deals with floods, the opposite side of Australia's climatic cycle, but 
addresses similar issues. 

Margaret Morgan @Monocotyledon 3 x Character name in new novel + signed copy

Margaret Stohl @mstohl

2 #captainmarvel figs, 1 cm poster, 3 #captainmarvel trade pb, 1 
#lifeofcaptainmarvel trade pb + 1 issue #1, 2 #blackwidow novels, 1 
bw audiobook, 2 signed MS @marvel trading cards, jacket size small, 
bw promo poster ships unframed

Margo Lanagan @margolanagan
TENDER MORSELS editions (US hb &/or Aus pb *w/Shaun Tan 
cover*), personalised & signed.

Margot McGovern @project_lectito 1. YA manuscript assessment
Margot McGovern @project_lectito 2. signed copy of NEVERLAND f

Marie Lu @Marie_Lu
prize pack of 1) Rebel, 2) Legend mini-book, 3) Warcross mass market 
edition, & 4) Wildcard.

Marisa Wikramanayake @mwikramanayake MS edit

Mark Smith @marksmith0257

I'm offering a book club set (up to 10 books) of any one of my books 
AND I'll come to your book club to discuss it (in person or via Skype) 
OR a three hour writing workshop for your writing group or school (Vic 
metro only)



Mat Larkin @matchtrick

1. I will deliver the 1st copy of The Chameleon Thief, the upcoming 
Orchard Underground prequel feat. Attica Stone, into your hands, 
before publication, signed to you, over lunch. Anywhere in Vic. 

Mat Larkin @matchtrick
2. name a WHOLE ACTUAL CHARACTER in Book 3 of the Attica 
Stone series, after The Orchard Underground & The Chameleon Thief! 

Matt Cosgrove @MrMattCosgrove

original cover artwork for the picture book Celeste The Giraffe Loves 
to Laugh, written by legend @celestebarber_, published by 
@ScholasticAUS

Matt Cosgrove @MrMattCosgrove
original hand painted/drawn illustration from my picture book Macca’s 
Makeover published by @ScholasticAUS

Matt Davies @davies_matt
COPYEDIT of the all-important first 10,000 words of your manuscript 
(fiction or nonfiction). 

Matthew Farrer @FullyNocturnal

Ever wanted to be incarnated as a character in a Warhammer 40,000 
novel? 
(Probably to die horribly a paragraph later, but hey.) I'm auctioning off 
a cameo in my upcoming book URDESH

Maura Pierlot @MauraPierlot

I’m auctioning 10 copies of my picture book, The Trouble in Tune 
Town for #authorsforfiries #authorsforfireys. I’ll inscribe and post 
anywhere in the world to the highest bidder and/or to the people they 
nominate. I’m also offering a free picture book manuscript assessment.

Maxine Beneba Clarke @slamup
1. hardback edition of Foreign Soil, personalised good luck or happy 
teaching inscription.

Maxine Beneba Clarke @slamup 2. Chapter book+letter to young reader
Maxine Beneba Clarke @slamup 3. Picture book+dress up items
Maxine Beneba Clarke @slamup 4. Poem commission

Maya Linnell @maya_linnell
an early copy of BOTTLEBRUSH CREEK  plus a batch of handmade 
yo-yo bikkies

Maya Linnell @maya_linnell
early copy of Bottlebrush Creek and Wildflower Ridge (both rural 
romance novels, both signed) as donated by Allen and Unwin.

Meg Caddy @MegCaddyAuthor

signed copies of my YA books Devil's Ballast and Waer, plus a 
manuscript assessment and industry advice for a young writer (under 
eighteen).



Meg Keneally and Tom 
Keneally

@KeneallyMeg 
@ThomasKeneally 

A signed copy of each Monsarrat book - A signed copy of Fled - An 
hour's session on writing historical fiction (phone, Skype or in person if 
close) - $500 to the bushfire related charity of your choice.

Megan Dalla-Camina @mdallacamina

3 signed copies of my latest book Simple Soulful Sacred: A Woman’s 
Guide to Clarity, Comfort and Coming Home to Herself (Hay House) + 
Zoom mentoring session about anything writing, biz or life.

Mel Kettle
@melkettle

1. a 1 hour presentation to your comms/marketing team on the social 
media trends for 2020 (in person in SYD, MEL, BNE, CBR, via Zoom if 
elsewhere), plus 5 signed copies of my book, The Social Association. 

Mel Kettle
@melkettle

2. a 1 hour presentation to your senior leadership team on becoming 
more connectable (in person in SYD, MEL, BNE, CBR, via Zoom if 
elsewhere), plus 5 signed copies of my book, Connectable (out Feb)

Melanie Cheng @mslcheng
signed copy of Australia Day - audiobook of Room for a Stranger - 3 
month mentorship via email for emerging/unpublished author 

Melissa Jakeman @author_melissaj signed copy of Mashed Banana Pie (possibly multiple)

Melissa Jane Ferguson @melissajferg

signed copy of my debut novel The Shining Wall and a framed original 
artwork depicting the characters Alida and Graycie by artist Brad 
O'Gorman OR  an alternate to the artwork I can offer either a 
manuscript beta read up to 80k words or two bath bombs from Planet 
Fizz. 

Melissa Keil @MissMisch77

signed copies of my back catalogue (4 books), plus a mentoring chat 
via Skype (or in person in Melbourne CBD) for you or your young 
aspiring writer. 

Meredith Costain @MeredithCostain 

comprehensive manuscript assessment of a picture book (including 
advice on where to send it) and a follow-up chat by either phone, 
FaceTime or Skype. Plus I'll name a character after you (or your child) 
in my next Ella Diaries book.

Meredith Lake @meredithlake1
a signed copy of the multi-award winning The Bible in Australia: a 
cultural history.

Meridith McKinnon @merimcki
Signed copy of my book The Thai Wife and local (Warrnambool area) 
personal delivery over coffee! 



Michael Bodey @michaelbodey

Copies Broadcast Wars, Eddie and 50 Secrets of Surry Hills and 
Redfern and lunch with author where he'll reveal secrets that lawyers 
cut from each book. Surreptious mention of winning bidder's name 
during TV review on RN

Michael Brissendon @m_brisso
Signed copy of ‘the list’ and lunch or dinner sydney or canberra to talk books, 
writing, journalism

Michael Earp @littleelfman dinner with someone and chat all things industry
Michael Earp @littleelfman copies of both short story collections signed Kindred and Underdog

Michael G @michaelgteach donating 100% of royalties from month of Jan for novel My Favourite Comedian

Michael Pryor @michaeljpryor
copies of both Ghost Town books and list of top secret pop culuture 
references from Book 1

Michelle Cooper @mini_memoranda set of all three Montmaray novels with a handwritten thank you letter

Michelle Hamer @shellwrites

a full set of four signed Daisy books from 
@PenguinBooksAus's Our Australian Girl series. Happy to personally 
dedicate to your young reader.

Michelle Scott Tucker @mst_writes

Offering a personally inscribed copy of my biography of Elizabeth 
Macarthur plus a lovely chat about books and writing - individual over 
a cuppa, or book club or a presentation to your community group. 
Face to face anywhere in Vic, Skype elsewhere.

Michelle Somers @msomerswriter

I'm offering 10 x 1 hr Skype sessions on anything writing related. 
Send me an excerpt & we'll work on making it better. Bidding starts at 
$150.

Michelle Worthington @michelle_author 3 session mentorship program for an aspiring author.  
Mick Elliott @TheMickElliott Original cartoon of you
Middle Grade Mavens @grademiddle critique on pitch and first page of book
Miffy Farquharson @VeryMiffedF 3 hand-knitted beanies - Small Medium Large
Min Jin Lee @minjinlee11 5 x signed copy of Pachinko

ML Hart @MsMartha_writer

Photo book explores artists collaborating to bring opera from concept 
to opening night THE ART OF MAKING OPERA award-winning coffee-
table book, 350 b/w photos, text

Molly Murn @MollyMurn

signed and dedicated copy of Heart of the Grass Tree (set on 
beautiful Kangaroo Island devastated by fire at the weekend) & a visit 
by me to your book club (SA) 



Monique Mulligan @moniquemulligan

a mss critique of one picture book
🚒  a signed copy of Fergus the Farting Dragon (he can't breathe fire, 
which is good atm)
🚒  a signed copy of my upcoming PB Alexandra Rose and her Icy-Cold 
Toes.

Nat Amoore @nat_amoore
1. As well as an author, I am a video editor. I would like to offer the 
edit of a 30sec book trailer or social media video content for you.

Nat Amoore @nat_amoore

2. Secrets Of A Schoolyard Millionaire pack including personalised 
signed book and a money canon (fake money included 😝 ) for all your 
Millionaire needs

Nat Amoore @nat_amoore

20min Skype session with moi! Use as you see fit. Q&A with a 
classroom, chat about writing processes or the book industry, pick my 
brain about anything, or compete in a 20 minute online dance battle.

Natalie Christie Peluso @nataliepeluso

Do you narrate your own audio books? I'm a voice expert & opera 
singer offering an hour with me to vastly improve how you sound 
when you read! + you won't lose your voice after long recording 
sessions.

Natalie D Napoleon @nataliednapo
1. Signed pack of my poetry First Blood, Border Crossings & Sands of 
My Life

Natalie D Napoleon @nataliednapo
2. 1 on 1 session either via Skype or in person for 1 hr for 
submissions or editing advice

Natalie D Napoleon @nataliednapo
3. Lessons from a year on 101 rejections? Which resulted in Bruce 
Dawe Poetry Prize win. 1 hr session of sage/fool advice.

Natasha Lester @natasha_lester
1. For readers, a signed copy of each of my 5 historical novels, 
including a proof of THE DIOR SECRET

Natasha Lester @natasha_lester
For writers, 4 x one-hour Skype mentoring calls over the course of 
2020

Natasha O'Connor @calling33 I'm offering a ten page manuscript critique.

Nelly Thomas @NellyThomas16

I only printed 50 special edition hard copies of SOME BRAINS: a 
book celebrating neurodiversity These are not available in any shops. 
I offer a signed copy + personal message for your kid to the highest 
bidder, with proceeds going to fire recovery

New Philosopher @TheNewPhil sold out first 7 editions of New Philosopher



Nick Cave
via @KirstenKrauth  a signed copy of The Sick Bag Song (a great insight into the way he 

works) + one of his suits! 

Nick Gadd @MelbourneCircle hardback copy of Death of a Typographer and personalised font joke

Nicki Greenberg @NickiGreenberg

 limited edition giclee print (signed and numbered, edition of 50) of 
‘Bitsy was thrilled!’ - a mixed media illustration from my picture book, 
Bitsy.

Nicki Greenberg @NickiGreenberg

Limited edition (of 50) signed & numbered giclee print, ‘Bitsy: Bold 
and Curious’. Usually sells for $110. I’ll throw in some cute die-cut 
bitsies to stick on your walls too

Nicki Greenberg @nickiGreenberg crocheted Joyster

Nicola Moriarty @NikkiM3

SYDNEY BOOK CLUB BOOK PACK / EXPERIENCE! Okay, for the 
#AuthorsForFireys auction, I’m offering TEN SIGNED COPIES of The 
Ex-Girlfriend + wine + malteasers to a Sydney book club. I’ll also visit 
your book club to chat about the book! 

Nicola Santilli @nicolasantilli
1. MS assessment (4 pages max.) to a #LoveOzYA, #LoveNZYA or 
international YA author

Nicola Santilli @nicolasantilli 2. MS assessment for a MG text.
Nicola Santilli @nicolasantilli 3. Three x Picture Book MS assessments (3 winners)

Nicole Alexander @AuthorNicole
One hr Skype/ph session for you/book club & signed copy of Stone 
Country.

Nicole Lee @_nic01e
The winner will receive a personalised poem based on whatever 
prompt you give me. 

Nikki Gemmell @NikkiGemmell
article for The Australian on topic chosen by winning bidder and 
signed copies of books

Nikki McWatters @nikkimcwatters
I am offering one signed copy of Hexenhaus, Saga, and Liberty and 
your name as a character in my next book

Nina Kenwood @NinaKenwood
email feedback on the first 3 chapters & synopsis of your entry into 
the 2020 Text Prize. 

Nova Weetman @NovaWeetman

signed copies of my @UQP middle grade books The Secrets We 
Keep, The Secrets We Share and Sick Bay. PLUS your name as a 
character in No More Secrets pub. 2021 

Nova Weetman and 
Emily Gale @NovaWeetman

A two hour workshop (Vic) only for schools or businesses where we 
teach you about writing with a friend. 



Nyadol Nyuon @NyadolNyuon Signed copy of Growing Up African Australian
Nyadol Nyuon @NyadolNyuon signed copy of Growing Up African Australian

Oliver Phommavanh @oliverwinfree

signed collection of all my books, as well as a chance to be a 
character in my upcoming book, Brain Freeze (which you'll get a copy 
of as well).

Omar Sakr & Michael 
Mohammed Ahmad @OmarjSakr

a signed pack of our books: The Tribe (2014), These Wild Houses 
(2017), The Lebs (2018), and The Lost Arabs (2019).

One More Page @onemorepageAU

One More Page book promo (picture books through lower YA). You 
get a shout-out on our first podcast ep of the year, plus on FB, Insta 
& Twitter and we’ll create a promo video too!

Paige Toon @paigetoonauthor

signed copy of Aussie #IfYouCouldGoAnywhere plus another book of 
your choice & I’ll throw in a character mug - in aid of Aussie fire 
services, pls be generous! Highest bid before Sat 11 Jan 11pm wins - 
reply to this tweet with bid in Aussie $ ($1=52p) #AuthorsForFireys

Pamela Hart/Pamela 
Freeman @pamelahartbooks

1. a framed original artwork by Kim Gamble, from Sally Odger's classic 
Australian picture book, Bunyips Don't.

Pamela Hart/Pamela 
Freeman @pamelahartbooks

2. one-on-one mentoring session: two hours by skype or in person. 
Manuscript advice, publishing questions answered, all the things you 
want to know but don’t want to look stupid asking!

Pamela Hart/Pamela 
Freeman @pamelahartbooks

3. a manuscript assessment of the structural outline of your book plus 
its first 5000 words. 

Paul Connolly and Jim 
Pavlidis

@PFConnolly 
@JimPavlidis

A framed story with original illustration from GoodWeekendMag 
column Kitchen Sink Drama (your choice one from the 2 below: Lucky 
Man or The Bathtub). — Thrown in, a 3-pack of KSD-themed linen tea 
towels!

Paula Morris @pjkmorris a detailed evaluation of your complete or partial novel MS
Paula Peeters @paperbark_ signed copy of my kid’s book Stories from the Wildworld, including an 

Penguin Books @PenguinBooksAus
manuscript assessment on first 10,000, two pages of feedback and 
half hour call from two editors @tomlangshaw and @genevievebuzo

Penguin Books @PenguinBooksAus Half hour chat with publishing director @justinractliffe



Penni Russon @eglantinescake

an advice poem. You send me the problem, I write a poem in 
response. You can see the one I wrote for Authors for Asylum auction 
here.  http://eglantinescake.blogspot.com/2017/09/13-ways-of-looking-
at-possum.html?m=1 You get a handmade copy of the poem too. 

Penny @tangthe

I will make two netball bib bags (positions & colours chosen by you). I 
will also write a personalised 2020 netballstrology chart based on your 
netball position. Netballstrology is uncannily accurate & netball bib 
bags are v useful.

Peter Carey
via 
@PenguinBooksAus

a signed, limited hardback edition of the Booker-winning TRUE 
HISTORY OF THE KELLY GANG

Peter FitzSimons @Peter_Fitz

1. Set of signed copies of my books on Captain Cook, Catalpa, 
Monash, Gallipoli, Fromelles, Villers Bretonneux and biographies of 
Nick Farr-Jones and John Eales, signed by them too.

Peter FitzSimons @Peter_Fitz 2. Individual books from above list as per bids
Peter Papathanasiou @peteplastic 3 signed and personalised copies of my book "Little One"

Peter Polites @PeterPolites

I'm auctioning off you. You get to make a cameo in a short story that 
I'm writing about the flaws in our Murdochracy. I will be negotiating 
with you how are represented & what you say.

PeterDrewArts @PeterDrewArts Set of four posters and four copies of the book Poster Boy

Petronella McGovern @PetronellaMcGov
two signed copies of #SixMinutes and a visit to your #bookclub in 
person in Greater Sydney or by Skype elsewhere.

Philippa Moore @philippa_moore

I will send the highest bidder a personalised & signed first edition 
(AU/NZ) of The Latte Years anywhere in the world. If you live in 
Hobart, I’ll drop it to your house with a bottle of something nice

Phillipa Nefri Clark

1. The full paperback set of the River’s End Mystery Romances, 
signed and sent. Alternately, if you prefer to buy the ebooks, let me 
know what you paid and I will donate the same amount



Phillipa Nefri Clark @phillipaNClark

2. The highest bidder gets the option to name a character, shop, or 
kangaroo in book 3 of the Charlotte Dean Mysteries – Deadly Secrets. 
You’ll work with me within the parameters of the setting to ensure we 
don’t double up on existing names or places, but I cannot wait to hear 
your ideas. And, you’ll be acknowledged in book 2, which is set for 
publication in March. Plus all three paperbacks, signed and sent.

Pip Drysdale @pippadrysdale 1) a book club visit in Sydney
Pip Drysdale @pippadrysdale 2) naming a minor character after them

Pip Harry @PipHaz

I’ll arrange for a class set of my middle grade verse novel THE LITTLE 
WAVE to be sent to your primary school + a Skype author visit for 
your students.

Pip Lincoln @piplincolne

a VERY CUTE & CRAFTY handmade quilt for YOUR FAVE PET! I will 
make it myself. Here is similar modelled by my pal, Bronte. (100cm x 
70cm, 100% cotton)

Pip Smith @PipCSmith
1. signed copy of Theodore the Unsure , and a story written about an 
animal of your choice (named after you or your progeny).

Pip Smith @PipCSmith

2. signed copy of The Penguin Plays Rough Book of Short Stories 
(2011), featuring hand printed dust jacket designed by Gemma 
O'Brien and early short fiction from Peter Polites, Lexi Freiman, Sam 
Twyford Moore, myself and many others

Pip Smith @PipCSmith

3. All the poems I wrote for The Lifted Brow over the summer of 
2012/2013, many of which went on to win the inaugural Helen Ann 
Bell award in the collection Too Close for Comfort, many more of 
which have never been seen since. I will print, bind and sign!

Pip Smith @PipCSmith

4. A signed copy of Half Wild, plus deleted scenes that were very dear 
to me but just didn't fit the whole picture. (could pull an early draft from 
a box somewhere if that floats your boat too...)

Pip Smith @PipCSmith
5. A signed vinyl of @imperialbroads first album, plus a song which I 
will write to your specs.

Poppy Nwosu @PoppyNwosu my very first author copy of April 2020 TAKING DOWN EVELYN TAIT 



R. Henderson @byrhenderson

a custom ambigram for auction. An ambigram is a word that still has 
meaning when seen from a different perspective. This Mem/Theo 
ambigram is an example. I will create an ambigram of two names of 
similar length for the lucky winner.  

R.W.R. McDonald @rwrmcdonald
Name mentioned in next Nancys book, signed copy of Nancys, 
matched bid

R.W.R. McDonald @rwrmcdonald
1 x hour social media consultation with @williosss (social media guru 
for The Nancys)

Rachael Craw @RachaelCraw

4 signed books *1 audio book *2 short stories *3 bookmarks *2 Rift 
themed lip-balms *1 Spark badge *40 min Skype chat about 
writing/publishing with me

Rachael Johns @RachaelJohns
RJ mug and signed copy of Just One Wish and be character in next 
book after Flying the Nest

Rae White @wings_humming

book/zine pack which includes: a signed copy of Milk Teeth (your choice 
of message 💝 ) and three zines (Happily, IKEA Blackout Poetry and 
Junk).

Randa Abdel-Fattah @RandaAFattah

Signed copies of my following books- English and translated editions. -
Does my Head Look Big In This? (English & Sweden) - 5 x No Sex In 
the City (Aus edition) - No Sex in the City (Indonesia) The Lines We 
Cross (USA & Italy) -The Friendship Matchmaker and sequel (English, 
Chinese graphic novels) - Ten Things I Hate About Me (limited US 
advanced copy) - Where the Streets Had A Name (limited US 
advanced copy) - Where the Streets Has A Name (Denmark

Raymond Gates @RGDreaming
I'm offering to be your mentor for the rest of the year to help achieve 
your writing goals. 

Readings Bookshops @ReadingsBooks
consultation with our powerhouse events guru Chris Gordon, so you 
can pick her brilliant mind on how to run the perfect literary event.

Rebe Taylor @RebeTaylorMelb two signed books - Unearthed and Into the Heart of Tasmania

Rebecca Bowyer @RebeccaBowyerAU
a SIGNED PAPERBACK COPY of Maternal Instinct, by Rebecca 
Bowyer. 

Rebecca Freeborn @rfreeborn

an early copy of my upcoming novel, The Girl She Was. It won’t be on 
shelves until 31 March, but I’ll send you a signed author copy when I 
receive them, along with signed copies of my first two novels



Rebecca Langham @rlangham85
2 x Name & assist describe a character, acknowledgments, copy of 
novel 'beneath the surface'

Rebecca Lim
care of 
@NovaWeetman Signed hardcover rare US first edition of Mercy

Rebecka Shelberg @RebeckaSays
Signed copies of Reflection: Remembering Those Who Serve in War, 
Visiting You and rainbow banner and rainbow 1m bunting.

Rebekah Robertson @RebeRobbo
five signed with personalised messages (by myself and Georgie 
Stone) copies of About A Girl to the five highest bidders

Reena Balding @reenabalding

a copy for each student in a primary school class of of my CD Ayo! 
Let’s go! Songs for children in Indonesian and English (up to 30). 
Plus stickers and activity books. I’ll post anywhere in Australia.

Remy Lai @Remy_Lai
Australian edition of PIE IN THE SKY, recipe card, bookmark, ARC of 
FLY ON THE WALL.

Richard Flanagan
via 
@PenguinBooksAus

signed, commemorative hardback edition of THE NARROW ROAD TO 
THE DEEP NORTH

Rick Morton @SquigglyRick
dinner with Rick Morton and his mum together with 2 x copies signed 
by both of them and advance copy of next book

Robert Lukins @robertlukins

1) Signed copy of The Everlasting Sunday 2) A copy of the new novel 
I finished last year but which I will never be publishing (it was a palate 
cleansing experiment). 

Robin Stevens @redbreastedbird
30-minute Skype call with a class anywhere in the world. You can ask 
me about my books, about writing, about my lizard Watson 

Robyn Cadwallader @robyncad
1. signed copy of Book of Colours, plus set of 4 enamel pins and 
signed copy of next book

Robyn Cadwallader @robyncad

2. a signed copy of The Anchoress, plus a line edit of 5,000 of your 
words, plus an hour skype conversation about the ms, or writing 
medieval fiction, or writing more generally, or getting published..

Rose Hartley @theRosamond

a signed copy of Maggie’s Going Nowhere, a $50 Dymocks gift 
voucher, and an unpublished, never-seen-by-anyone poem called 
‘God Wants You to Send Tit Pics’ (seriously). 

Rosey Chang @RoseyChang

Mindfully protect your writing time: Mindfulness exercises for daily life.
2 x consultations on mindfulness for creative writing: (60 min + 30 min 
follow-up) Melb or Zoom



Roz Bellamy
@bellarozz

I’ll read your personal essay, op-ed or feature article and provide 
detailed feedback and advice on where to pitch. 
📚🖋 I’ll throw in a copy of 
@mrbenjaminlaw
’s ‘Growing Up Queer in Australia’ (and sign my chapter).

Ruth McIver @ruthmciver

one on one crime writing and coffee mentorship session at the Moat 
(or facetime if you're interstate). Can look at your synopsis and Ch1 
beforehand. 

Sabaa Tahir @sabaatahir

 signed/personalized special hardcover edition of EMBER, a limited 
edition bookmark, pouch, Laia poster & a print of Jay Bendt’s 
beautiful art. 

Sally Murphy @sallymurphy a one hour school visit (in person if in Perth, or via Skype if elsewhere).

Sally Rippin via @NovaWeetman
signed set of three Polly and Buster books and a signed copy of the 
collector's edition hardcover Billie B Brown books (5 stories). 

Sally Rugg @sallyrugg

X x copies @ $50 per donation of How Powerful We Are: campaign 
handbook on how ppl from all walks of life & all sides of politics 
worked together to force the biggest social change in a generation

Sam RJ Coley @RockJonny

My #richellprize winning debut STATE HIGHWAY ONE drops in June. 
To support #authorsforfireys I'm auctioning  a signed copy, & I'll also 
include a section of the original typewritten draft. If the stars align, I'll 
deliver in person & buy u a drink or 2 at a bar of yr choice

Samantha Forge @samanthaleesays 1-2pp manuscript assessment of the first 10,000 words of your MS. 

Sandra Reynolds @120dollarsfood
I'll give you a two hour private cooking class to make a 3-course meal 
for up to six people, sharing my hints and tips. Your place or mine. 

Sandy Barker @sandybarker
1. A signed copy of my debut #romcom One Summer in Santorini

Sandy Barker @sandybarker
2. A (brand new) selection 3 books by some of @RWAus's finest 
authors, including the latest from @KayteNunn

Sara Foster @SaraJFoster

3 books signed and sent to your and 2 family members (9 copies in 
total) and put all names in next book and each get first proof copies 
of nex book



Sarah Ayoub @bysarahayoub

1. advance copy of my forthcoming YA set in Lebanon + a nod in my 
acknowledgements + lunch with me and Eliza Henry Jones (on me) in 
Sydney. 

Sarah Ayoub @bysarahayoub
2. signed copies of my past two and forthcoming two YA novels, plus 
you as a character in my fourth YA book.

Sarah Clutton @sarahmclutton a weekend at The book Shed In Bowral

Sarah Epstein @SarahlEpstein

1. signed copy of Small Spaces - signed giclee print of SS illustration 
created by me - 3 bookmarks, 2 magnets - small sparrow art print - 'So 
Delish' teabags - 'Greenwillow Carnival' lollies

Sarah Epstein @sarahLEpstein 2. - 2 x A4 signed giclee art prints + 8-pack greeting cards

Sarah Epstein @SarahLEpstein
3. 9 x A4 signed giclee prints of my Small Spaces illustration (+ 
magnet & small art print) for $20 ea.

Sarah J Maas
via @LynetteNoni 
@SJMaas

SIGNED and PERSONALISED(!!) paperback copy of A Court of 
Thrones and Roses

Sarah Mayberry @MayberrySarah signed five fan romance novels

Sarah Myles @SarahMyles9
writer’s getaway & writing space,  3-4 days midweek accommodation 🌊  
#GreatOceanRd between Aireys Inlet and Lorne

Sarah Ridout @SACRidout Donating signed 1st ed copy of ‘Le Chateau’

Sarah Schmidt and 
Robert Lukins

@ikillnovel 
@robertlukins

A dinner for one with @robertlukins and @ikillnovel in Melbourne. We 
will: * buy you dinner * be very entertaining hosts * you can ask us 
anything you like about writing, publishing, books etc

Scarlet Ingstad @therebe_dragons a copy of my book Krekania to the highest "bidder."

SCBWI Australia West

via Renae Hayward 
@inquistyl

Raffling off one ticket to our 'Mainland Event' on 6 June 2020. 
Includes 'First Page First Look', publisher Q&A panel, a MS/portfolio 
critique... and a surprise! Valued at $150. DM me proof of a $20 
donation to enter.

Scott Westerfeld @ScottWesterfeld naming rights to a character in book 3 of Impostors

Scribes Divided
@ScribesDivided

e-books for both Writings to Stem Your Existential Dread and Dread 
Naught but Time.

However, if you're in the contiguous US, we're auctioning both in print 
if you prefer



Sger Rill Ng @picturesandtea

An original portrait/character painting of you or an OC with my dear 
Nell (examples below). Printed and signed.

+ A signed copy of #OurLittleInventor if so inclined 😊

Shane W Smith @Shane_W_Smith copy of deluxe ltd ed hardcover graphic novel Triumviratus

Sharmini Kumar
@sharminime  double passes to all 24 Carrot Productions’ events for 2020 (dates 

tbc, Melbourne based)

Sharon King Chai @SharonKingChai
 3 signed books & A3 water-themed prints from ‘Starbird’ & a one-off 
Flamingo print from ‘Animalphabet’. 

Sharon M Johnston @S_M_Johnston 1. Harry Potter themed bookmarks
Sharon M Johnston @S_M_Johnston 2. Book themed bookmarks
Sherryl Clark @sherrylwriter 17 kids books for ages 6-12

Shivaun Plozza @ShivaunPlozza

pack of two signed hardback books and one original unframed 
artwork (by me!), a pen drawing on paper of my fave character from 
my next book, The Boy, the Wolf and the Stars (it's a cheeky fox 
called Nix).

Simmone Howell @Postteen

book bundle: Notes from the Teenage Underground, Everything 
Beautiful and Girl Defective PLUS a hand-made one-off zine (like the 
one pictured) featuring writing advice, words, art, songlists, dad-jokes 
... 

Simon Copland
@SimonCopland

Here is my offer: 
- a signed copy of QueerStories
- I'll take you out to lunch next time I'm in your city.

Simon Groth @simongroth

The first edition of ‘Hunted Down and Other Tales’ is more than a 
book, it’s a circus flyer, beer coaster, and newspaper clipping all held 
together in a muslin bag.

Simon Kennedy @Simon_Kennedy
memoir 9/11 And The Art of Happiness and if in Sydney you can have 
a coffee

Sonya Spreen Bates @sonyaspreenbate
My thriller, Inheritance of Secrets is coming out in late April 2020. I'll 
offer a signed copy for you and two friends (3 books) as soon as I can.



Sophie Beer @sophiebeerdraws

signed copy of Kindness Makes Us Strong + A3 print I made to raise 
money to fight these bushfires (I won't be selling them again!). 
whoever wins also gets a dedication and their likeness included in a 
picture book! 

Sophie Beer @sophiebeerdraws Copies of print
Sophie Gonzales @sgonzalesauthor  signed Arc of Only Mostly Devastated, Hachette cover
Sophie Gonzales @sgonzalesauthor signed Arc of Only Mostly Devastated, Hachette cover

Sophie Green @sophiegreenauth

One x copy of FAIRVALE
One x copy SHELLY BAY
Signed to you or anyone you wish and posted anywhere in the world. 

Sophie Green @sophiegreenauth
editorial report on your manuscript - may include phone or Skype call, 
depending on how you like to get feedback.

Sophie Hardcastle @soph_hardcastle

an ARC of below deck (unsigned), a signed copy of the first edition 
when it comes out in March, and a spin in my mum’s Kombi when we 
tour Below Deck in it in March if we pass through their town.

Sophie Masson @SophieMasson1

Two x  signed book packs of my acclaimed historical novels for 
kids(see pic)#AuthorsForFireys Each pack contains Jack of Spades, 
The Hunt for Ned Kelly, War and Resistance and 1914.

State Library NSW @statelibrarynsw

Hold your next bookclub gathering (10 peeps) in the historic Mitchell 
Library Reading Room 6-8pm on a Friday! We’ll provide snacks & 
some bubbly.

State Library Victoria @Library_Vic 1. Curator's tour of our 'World of the Book' exhibition for 10
State Library Victoria @Library_Vic 2. Private white-glove viewing of State Library treasures 

Stephanie Alexander @GrowCookEat

Signed collection of my rarely seen out of print hard-back titles: 
Stephanie's Journal, Menus For Food Lovers, A Shared Table, 
Tuscan Cookbook, Recipes My Mother Gave Me, Stephanie's 
Seasons, Cooking and Travelling In South-West France.

Stephanie Bendixsen @hexsteph

complete set of Pixel Raiders by myself & 
@bajopants I'll sign each book (& a personal message for you or your 
kid) 



Stephanie Bishop @St_Bishop_

2 x signed hardback eds of The Other Side of the World, copy of Man 
Out of Time, manuscript assessment (written feedback and annotation 
on a ms [in progress ok] up to 70k words. Genres: lit fic, prose poetry, 
short fic)

Stephen Gale
@StephenGale201 Winning bidder flies in a heavily carbon offset fighter jet for 25 minutes 

out of Essendon Melbourne. 
Steve Heron @writeskidsbooks full day school author visit in WA

Steven Herrick @steven_herrick
Signed copies of four of my @TheCBCA shortlisted YA novels and 
your name as a character in my next YA novel (due 2021).

Steven Lochran @stevenlochran complete PALADERO series, signed and personally dedicated. 

STFU Reading Society @stfureadsociety

we're offering a personalised #STFUReadingChallenge reading list. 
Let us know your taste / show us your GoodReads and we'll give you 
12 #AusLit reads just for you! If in Melb 
@SheReadsSheNoms will also shout you a coffee / beer to talk thru 
'em too

Story Box Library @storyboxlibrary 1. Collection of books, signed, memorabilia. (picture books)
Story Box Library @storyboxlibrary 2. Be a story teller, published on website in 2020

Sue Bursztynski @SueBursztynski

Offering four books. You can bid on one, two or three of your choice, 
or all. Two of these - Wolfborn and Potions - are CBCA Notables. 
Potions is out of print. If you buy all, you get a chapter of an 
unpublished Wolfborn prequel.

Sue Whiting @suewhiting4 Picture book manuscript appraisal + signed book

Susan Francis
@susanfranciswr1 a signed copy of my memoir (released 4/2) and a bottle of Spanish 

red because the book is partly set in Granada

Susan Johnson
@sjreaders

A copy of #MyHundredLovers or #TheLanding
Susan McCreery @SusanMcCreery2 Collection of poetry, short stories and sea glass

Susan Midalia
@SusanMidalia

an appraisal of a fiction manuscript to the highest bidder

Susan White @SusanWhiteAuth1

5 copies of my YA novel Take the Shot to be sent to your school + an 
author visit including a session on either Identity and Difference or 
Writing your Passion for your students. Suitable for class years 5-8. In 
person or Skype.

Susannah Birch @SusannahBirch 2 x One Hour Blogging Strategy Session (2 winners)



Susannah Chambers @suznannah

baby bundle: signed (personalised if you like) copies of board book of 
SNOW WOMBAT, and hardback of BEACH WOMBAT PLUS a brand 
new hand-made-by-me COT QUILT

Suzanne Houghton @SHoughtonBooks
original art from #starringwalterpigeon and I'll even add a signed copy 
of the book

Tabitha Page @TPageWriterO three signed children's books
Tamsin Ainslie @thetinystockroom (I) original colour rough from Sometimes Cake.
Tamsin Ainslie @thetinystockroom (I) original illustration of koala barneygumnut 
Tania Chandler @Tania_Chandler signed copies of my 2 books

Tania McCartney
@TaniaMcCartney

1. a picture book manuscript assessment

Tania McCartney
@TaniaMcCartney 2.  will name a character after your child in an upcoming Evie and Pog 

book

Tanya Bird @tanyabirdwriter
We’re auctioning a bundle of signed romance and women’s fic 
paperbacks. 

Tara East @AuthorTaraEast

@shaylawrite and I are offering #Authorsforfireys signed copies of 
Every Time He Dies (
@authortaraeast) and Haunted (@shaylawrites). PLUS we'll each 
critique the first 3 chapters of a WIP or short story up to 10,000 words.

Tara Eglington @TaraEglington

Afternoon tea with me at the beautiful Park Hyatt Sydney (from March 
2020) PLUS Prize pack: signed copies of all my novels (including 
hardback US-only editions of HOW TO KEEP + KISSING GAMES) + 
Aurora Skye bookmarks 

Tara Moss @Tara_Moss

personally autographed copy of Dead Man Switch and will arrange a 
meet and greet via Skype to chat about the novel, Billie Walker, the 
writing process or whatever you want, really. 

Text Publishing @text_publishing
six-month supply of new releases, delivered to your door every month 
from January to June: that's more than 30 new reads! 

The Book Fairies @the_bookfairies Copy of Little Women signed by Emma Watson

The First Time Podcast @thefirsttimepod

The highest bidder will join us on the podcast to talk 
writing/publication/feelings/industry knowledge. In studio or via Skype 
depending on your location. Episode to be released as part of S3.



The Relationship is the 
Project @The_RITP

2 hours of consultancy with @The_RITP editors @_jadelillie or 
@KateLarsenKeys PLUS a pre-launch copy of 
#TheRelationshipIsTheProject.

The Stella Prize @TheStellaPrize All seven of the Stella Prize-winning books

Thea Baker @TheaIllustrator

a signed copy of my first picture book as an author, How To Be A 
Giraffe. It’s not out until the end of Feb, so as soon as I get an 
advance copy – it’s yours. Plus copies of three other books I’ve 
illustrated, including The Memory Box. 

Thomas Mayor @tommayor11

a copy of my book, signed by my young fella (who stars in the 
conclusion) and me. If bidding reaches > $500 I’ll throw in an NT 
Branch @MaritimeUnionAU shirt!

Thuy On @Thuy_on
a signed copy of my poetry collection,Turbulence, out in March by 
@uwapublishing and for those in Melb, a CBD coffee date.

Tim Sinclair @Tim_Sinclair Set of signed books, including a zine/chapbook 
Tom Hosty @authortomhosty a signed copy of Assignment: Oswald for this.

Tom Taylor @TomTaylorMade
1) A signed Injustice omnibus-collecting 3 years of our #1 NYT 
bestselling @DCComics series

Tom Taylor @TomTaylorMade
2) A signed Barnes and Noble EXCLUSIVE edition of our #DCeased 
hardcover.

Tony Wilson @byTonyWilson

signed hb for Cow Tripped Over the Moon, Hickory Dickory Dash, Baa 
Baa Blue Sheep - Harry Highpants, Emo the Emu pb - Selwood Boys 
box set - Stuff Happens Jack - lunch /coffee at Abbotsford Convent to 
hand over! 

Traci Harding @tracharding
One of a kind vest made out of material with Traci Harding's book 
covers

Trent Dalton @TrentDalton

I’ll drop this signed French Boy Swallows Universe to ur house w 
bottle French champagne, read some (in French), tell backstory (in 
English), then give u preview of my next book, All Our Shimmering 
Skies. 

Trent MAXI Maxwell via @leighmason26 an autographed set of #maxithelifeguard books

Tricia Dearborn
@TriciaDearborn

1. Signed copies of my three latest books, posted anywhere

Tricia Dearborn
@TriciaDearborn

2. 1-hr Skype feedback session on 6 pp of your poetry 



Tricia Dearborn
@TriciaDearborn

3. 1-hr Skype feedback on 3000 wds of your MS + synopsis

Tristan Bancks
@tristanbancks A Skype Author Talk for Your School, Your Kids' School (or you, to 

discuss your work-in-progress!). 

Underground Writers @undergroundWA

Our editors are offering an edit of one short story with a minimum of 
two editors providing collated feedback and editing on the piece. 
You’ll also get a shoutout in our next issue.

Upulie Divisekera @upulie

1.  will turn up and talk about metallic hydrogen for twenty minutes 
followed by a q and a about any kind of question you have about 
dinosaurs 

Upulie Divisekera @upulie
2.  I can come to your dinner party and regale you with stories of fruit 
flies, cancer research and my feelings about the universe

Upulie Divisekera @upulie 3. I will sneer at a billionaire of your choice on twitter.

UQP @UQPbooks

1. Our children’s & YA editor, Clair Hume, is offering up a one-on-one 
manuscript/folio assessment. This is your chance to get your work 
seen by an award-winning children’s publisher!

UQP @UQPbooks

10 great titles: Too Much Lip (signed) Melissa Lucashenko, An Activist 
Life, @ChristineMilne, We Are Okay Nina LaCour, Amnesia Findings 
Anna Jacobson, Beyond Words Jacqueline Kent, Australianama 
Samia Khatun, Raising Readers  @daleyreads The White Girl Tony 
Birch, The Trespassers  @MegMundell Solid Air by David Stavanger & 
Anne-Marie Te Whiu

Vanessa Lanaway @reddotscribble copyedit of a manuscript up to 70k words.

Vanessa McCausland
@vanessamccausland 
on instagram

10 signed copies of The Lost Summers of Driftwood and come to 
book club to discuss it while grazing on @thegirlwhocriedwolfe grazing 
platters and wine

Vanessa Ryan @vanessaryanr

I’ll write a set of teacher notes for your upcoming novel! I’ve written 
notes for many Australian authors so feel free to check the 
testimonials out on my blog

Victoria Mackinlay @vmackinlay

your family’s name to feature in my brand new picture book being 
released by Scholastic in 2020: I'll give my teacher character the 
surname of the top donation bidder below.



Viet Tahn Nguyen @viet_t_nguyen

Honored to auction 5 signed copies of #TheSynpathizer for 
#AuthorsForFireys. These are rare,  numbered, limited Pulitzer Prize 
editions. So please bid! Bids end on January 10, top 5 bids get the 
books.

Vikki Wakefield @VikkiWakefield

complete set of signed books, plus five hard-to-find international 
editions, and an hour-long chat by phone or in person (I’m in 
Adelaide) about bookish and writerly things. 

Virginia McClain @gwendamned
Bundle of 10 - all finalists in SPFBO will sign copies of their finalist 
books

Virginia Trioli @LaTrioli

I’ll sign and deliver three copies of #GenerationF to you, and bring 
cannoli with me to speak to your book group/workplace about sexual 
harassment. 

Vivienne Pearson @VivienneWriter
feedback and/or editing on a newbie freelance writer’s pitch and/or 
article draft to the highest bidder

Wai Chim @onewpc

I'm offering limited edition painted-edge copies of DUMPLING (I'll sign 
'em of course 😂 ) Happy to make more, depending on interest. Reply 
below with your donation amt for 1 x copy.

Walker Books @walkerbooksaus
Tour, chats and lunch at the publishing house for aspiring 
writer/illustrator 

Wendy Chen @writteninwonder
A copy of Meet Me at the Intersection, signed and personalised + with 
the stamp below if you like

Wendy Orr @wendyorr

1. Rare new 1st edition of Nim’s Island, signed, with assorted swag 
including @WaldenMedia poster/activity sheet, ARC of US Nim at Sea 
etc

Wendy Orr @wendyorr 2. An hour Skype or coffee & cake mentoring/book chat with me
Will Kostakis @willkostakis An hour Skype or coffee & cake mentoring/book chat with me

Words and Nerds podcast
@wordsnnerds_pod

become a guest interviewer on the podcast!

Writers SA @writerssainc

4 raffle winners will attend an intimate morning tea with some of SA's 
favourite authors, starting with the amazing Hannah Kent! Ask 
questions & advice over cake, coffee & mimosas.

Writers VIC @Writers_Vic One year membership and 15 previous copies of The Victorian Writer



Yarra Plenty Library @YarraPlentyLib
$25 donation gets you a #BookValet experience personalised 
reading list

Yassmin Abdel-Magied @yassmin_a

Signed copies of my entire back catalogue: Yassmin’s Story, You 
Must Be Layla and It’s Not About The Burqa - Coffee with me on my 
next trip to Australia (inshallah, tho TBC) in Syd/Melb/Brisbane (or 
London, if you’re coming through!)

Yen-Rong Wong @inexorablist

Pencilled In mega pack - one tote bag, one copy of each issue 
released (including a v rare issue 1!), one shirt, and a couple of 
postcards

Zana Fraillon

@eglantinescake 
@katemildenhall 
@PenHarrison 
@ZanaFraillon

1. Coffee with the Coven: Coffee and cake for you and a friend with 
our writerly coven, @eglantinescake @katemildenhall @PenHarrison 
and @ZanaFraillon - all authorly questions answered...

Zana Fraillon @zanafraillon

2. The very first out of the box copy of #LostSoulAtlas (pub 2020), 
signed and dated. (Note: you get it as soon as I do...), PLUS a 
bespoke, handmade trinket made from the book...

Zana Fraillon @zanafraillon
3. Have your name given to a character in my next book (Lost Soul 
Atlas, pub. June 2020)

Zana Fraillon @zanafraillon

4. A signed copy of #Wisp, PLUS an actual piece of a REAL LIFE 
Wisp, captured and bottled for your wishing, dreaming, remembering, 
hoping and promising pleasure...

Zana Fraillon @zanafraillon
5. A signed HARDBACK copy of The Bone Sparrow (your choice of 
cover...) PLUS a bespoke trinket made from the book...

Zanni Louise @zannilouise

WRITING RETREAT // Spend 1 night at beautiful 'Jemima's' guest 
house in Byron hinterland + an hour with me chatting about your 
manuscript over a bottle of champagne! 

Zoe Deleuil @zoe_deleuil

I'm an editor/short story writer/author and will give you detailed 
ideas/feedback/encouragement on your work in progress, plus tips to 
get it to the top of the pile


